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METROLOGY

1. INTRODUCTION

The Metrology Chapter identifies emerging measurement challenges from devices, systems, and integration of new materials in the semiconductor industry and describes research and development pathways for meeting them. This includes, but not limited to, measurement needs for extending CMOS, accelerating beyond CMOS technologies, novel communication devices, sensors and transducers, materials characterization and structure function relationships. This also includes metrology required in research and development, and process control in manufacturing environments[1-4].

With device feature sizes projected to decrease to less than 5 nanometers within the next 2 years, scaling as we know it is expected to soon reach its physical limits or get to a point where cost and reliability issues far outweigh the benefits. In addition, the rise and influence of new application driven system drivers means that physical scaling will no longer be the main technology driver for the industry going forward. Applications such as mobile communication and information, internet of things (IoT), cyber-physical systems, autonomous vehicles, cloud computing and big data, green energy, and medical and health technologies among others are expected to be the main drivers[5]. These new system drivers span uses such as big data analytics, machine learning, physical system simulation, and artificial intelligence (AI) among others. The use of complex 3D structures fabricated using new materials and processes with ever decreasing dimensions is also projected to accelerate within the next years[6]. Already transistors for chips at the 5 nm node, and below have been demonstrated.

The metrology roadmap addresses some of the measurement science challenges caused by these new developments and aims to provide a long-term view of the challenges, potentials solutions, technology, tools, and infrastructure needed to characterize new devices and materials for process control, and manufacturability. Since metrology solutions are preferably developed well in advance of when a specific technology goes into production, the information outlined in this chapter could serve as a guide for metrologists, equipment manufacturers, and researchers. It can also serve as input for standards organizations to develop solutions for key measurement challenges where adoption of a standard or benchmark would help advance the technology.

1.1. CURRENT STATE OF TECHNOLOGY

Over the past ten years, device and integrated circuit (IC) technology has rapidly evolved toward the use of complex 3D device structures using new materials, patterning techniques, and processes which provide higher device performance with smaller feature sizes. The 3D nanoscale nature of these structures provides considerable challenges for all areas of metrology. Several examples of new process technology help describe the new challenges facing metrology. Research into new patterning processes covers the use of extreme ultra-violet (EUV) lithography, multi-patterning, nanoimprint, and directed self-assembly (DSA) of block copolymers, among others. All of these methods result in different challenges for measurement of critical dimensions (CD), overlay, defectivity, and material properties[4, 7]. As the use of EUV lithography (EUVL) gains momentum, EUVL induced stochastic variations and defects in patterned resist films has emerged as a key metrology problem[8]. Overlay, with its continually shrinking budget, remains a constraint in increasing device yield.

FinFET is still the dominant microprocessor device architecture, and the challenges associated with 3D nature of all measurements are amplified by shrinking dimensions[9]. Adding to the challenges facing front end processes (FEP) metrology are control of the fabrication processes for memory structures that are among the most complex 3D device architectures such as 3D NAND flash memory. On-chip and off-chip interconnect materials continue to evolve, and interconnect metrology challenges continue to include process control for 3D interconnect. The metrology challenges found in emerging research materials include characterization of Van der Waal bonded 2D materials such as graphene and other new materials as well as electrical characterization at the nano-scale[10, 11].

Metrology methods must routinely measure near and at atomic scale dimensions, which require a thorough understanding of nano-scale materials’ properties and of the physics involved in making the measurement. Metrology development must be done in the context of these issues. Metrology enables manufacturing process control and improvement, processing tool improvements as well, and ramping in pilot lines and factory start-ups, and improvement of yield in high volume manufacturing factories. Metrology can reduce the cost of manufacturing and the time-to-market for new products through better characterization of process tools and processes. The increasing diversity of semiconductor chip types will spread already limited metrology resources over a wider range of challenges. The metrology community including manufacturing tool and material suppliers, chip manufacturers, consortia, and research institutions must provide cooperative research, development, and prototyping to meet the roadmap timeline. The lack of certainty in the structures and materials of future
technology generations makes the definition of specifics for future metrology less clear today than in the past. Moreover, it is entirely possible that different materials will be used by different manufacturers at the same or similar technology generation, potentially requiring different metrologies.

Measurement of relevant properties, such as stress or strain, in a nano-sized, buried area such as the channel of a small dimension device or in Si/SiGe multilayers is challenging[12]. Often, one must measure a film or structure property at the surface and use modeling to determine the resultant property of a buried layer. Long-term needs at the sub-7 nm technology generation are difficult to address due to the lack of clarity of device design and interconnect technology. Although materials characterization and some existing in-line metrology apply to new device and interconnect structures, development of manufacturing capable metrology requires more certain knowledge of materials, devices, and interconnect structures.

Metrology tool development requires access to new materials and structures with clear and deep understanding of measurement or inspection requirements if it is to be successful. It requires state-of-the-art capabilities to be made available for fabrication of necessary standards and development of metrology methodologies in advance of mass production. The pace of feature size reduction and the introduction of new materials and structures challenge existing measurement capability. In some instances, existing methods can be extended for several technology generations[13]. In other cases, necessary measurements may be done with inadequate equipment. Long-term research into nanometer-scale devices may provide both new measurement methods and potential test vehicles for metrology. A greater attention to expanding close ties between metrology development and process development is needed. When the metrology is well matched to the processes and process tools, ramping times for pilot lines and factories are reduced. In addition, newer and less expensive nanofabrication methods would require cheaper metrology solutions in order to be cost effective[14]. An appropriate combination of well-engineered tools and appropriate metrology is necessary to maximize productivity while maintaining acceptable cost of ownership.

1.2. Drivers and Technology Targets

The new developments (new drivers and complex 3D structure) have implications for metrology with respect to the pace and timing by which new technologies are adopted. One of the main differences between the new drivers and scaling is that they are mostly top down, in contrast to “bottom up.” These new drivers are already reshaping semiconductor technology market and by extension semiconductor technology roadmapping activities. The importance of mobile technology, IoT, cloud computing, AI technology such as deep learning, and their respective ecosystems, means that areas such as heterogeneous integration, security, and outside system connectivity are more important than ever.

At the same time, feature size, shape, surface and interface complexity will continue to play a major role in the timeline for metrology solutions. The introduction of different structures and processes such as fully depleted silicon-on-insulator (FDSOI), lateral gate all around (LGAA)-nanowire/nanosheet (NW/NS), vertical gate all around (VGAA)-NW/NS, monolithic 3D heterogeneous integration using channel materials such as Si, SiGe, Ge/Si, III-V, GaN (among others), not only increases the overall complexity of the measurement but will also redefine what needs to be measured and at what juncture. Although scaling effects are usually presented with respect to transistor density and device performance, the same fundamental physical limits that affect device characteristics also affect the resolution and sensitivity of available metrology[1]. As such, feature sizes (and feature size variations) will always be a key driver for improvements in semiconductor metrology technology.

1.3. Vision of Future Technology

The number of structures, materials, and processes that will likely be used in the next 15 years would be much more than the industry has used in any 15-year period. To complicate matters, different integrated circuit (IC) manufacturers may adopt technologies that would require different metrology solutions. The sheer difficulty of measuring certain parameters with the needed levels of precision could redefine what measurements are considered critical and at what stage they need to be measured.

The use of 2D materials[15] and carbon materials such as carbon nanotubes (CNT) and graphene could lead to next generation atomically thin transistors, where some of the scaling limitations of Si technology are less pronounced. Recent examples include a 1nm gate length molybdenum disulfide (MoS2)-based transistor with a single-walled CNT gate electrode with a switching “subthreshold swing of ~65 millivolts per decade and an On/Off current ratio of ~10^6”[16], and a microprocessor built entirely from CNT field-effect transistors[17] and fabricated using standard 200 mm “fab” processing tool[18].

Beyond and perhaps overlapping with this 15-year period will be the insertion and implementation of a wide range of beyond-CMOS devices including tunneling, ferroelectric, spintronic, spinFET, and spin torque oscillator, among others[19-21]; heterogenous integration of photonic devices; and new types of quantum engineered field effect transistors[22]. Other computing models such as neuromorphic computing could employ structures that are smaller than projected CMOS-based
device sizes. A crossbar based memristor with 6 nm half-pitch and 2 nm critical dimensions was recently demonstrated[23]. However, due to the large investment, knowledge base, and relatively high yields of current silicon processing technology, most new technologies will likely co-exist with CMOS based technology. This means that future metrology solutions must accommodate a wider variety of technologies.

Longer term, the development of new computing models such as quantum, adiabatic, and neuromorphic, among others, will drive future metrology technology. Research on quantum-based computing, which requires the careful control of quantum effects (superposition, entanglement and interference) to solve a complex set of problems, is progressing. A recent report shows the use of a 53-qubit processor to sample the output of a random quantum circuit[24], a task that would have taken a super computer years to perform. Although it is not clear what the overall metrology challenges will be, research on single atom silicon-based qubit devices shows that metrology is indispensable in fabricating and precisely positioning well defined, reproducible qubits, and controlling their energy exchange[25, 26].

Based on current and projected trends, modeling and simulation, big data analytics, and virtual metrology (VM) among others will not only play a bigger role going forward but would also be integrated into all aspect of metrology. Understanding the interaction between metrology data and information, optimum feedback, feed-forward, and real-time process control are key to restructuring the relationship between metrology and process technology. Additionally, accurate model-based simulation is becoming important in the design and optimization of various measurements to make sure that the proper type and number of measurements are carried out within the required confidence in the results, and to avoid too many measurements (loss of time and money) or too few measurements (loss of control). As modeling and simulation resulted in spectacular advancement in crafting ICs, modeling and simulation in metrology will also bring similar rewards[27]. For example, due to the small number of atoms comprising the smallest features crafted (a 1 nm diameter Si sphere is made of 26 atoms), their signals generated are inherently small and therefore difficult and costly to measure due to quantum and stochastic effects among others. It is indispensable to develop and use fully optimized measurement methods that provide the needed information only. Sparse (compressed) sensing or sampling is a newly developing powerful method, which can be applied to semiconductor production metrology and that can help to get the necessary information in the most economical way. As such, the need to measure only what is needed is a reoccurring theme throughout this report.

The use of hybrid or combined metrology techniques would also increase. With respect to the number of measurands and the technology needed, it is clear that no one technique would be able to deliver the solutions needed for process control. Overall, better use of the large amount of process and metrology information that is already collected, as well as implementation of VM techniques would help metrologists acquire just the right amount of data.

International cooperation in the development of new metrology technology and standards will be required. Both metrology and process research and development organizations must work together with the industry including both the supplier and IC manufacturer. Earlier cooperation between IC manufacturers and metrology suppliers will provide technology roadmaps that maximize the effectiveness of measurement equipment. Research institutes focusing on metrology, process, and standards; standards organizations; metrology tool suppliers, and the university community should continue to cooperate on standardization and improvement of methods and on production of reference materials. Despite the existence of standardized definitions and procedures for metrics, individualized implementation of metrics such as measurement precision to tolerance (P/T) ratio is typical. The P/T ratio is used to evaluate automated measurement capability for use in statistical process control and relates the measurement variation (precision) of the metrology cluster to the product specification limits. Determination of measurement tool variations is sometimes carried out using reference materials that are not representative of the product or process of interest. Thus, the measurement tool precision information may not reflect measurement-tool induced variations on product wafers. It is also possible that the sensitivity of the instrument could be insufficient to detect small but unacceptable process variations. There is a need for metrics that accurately describe the resolution capability of metrology tools for use in statistical process control. The inverse of the measurement precision-to-process variability is sometimes called the signal-to-noise ratio or the discrimination ratio. However, because the type of resolution depends on the process, specific metrics may be required (e.g., thickness and width require spatial resolution while levels of metallic contaminants on the surface require atomic percent resolution). There is a new need for a standardized approach to determination of precision when the metrology tool provides discrete instead of continuous data. This situation occurs, for example, when significant differences are smaller than the instrument resolution.

Although not directly under the purview of metrology, hardware security [28, 29] is now an issue that all aspects of semiconductor process technology take into consideration. Key application drivers such as IoT not only have vulnerabilities that could be exploited by bad actors, the sheer volume of components on the market offer opportunities for counterfeits. Although it is not clear how broad a role metrology would play, verifying the accuracy of specific design elements implemented to enhance hardware security could be one. An example is using the tuning, nonlinear conductance,
reconfigurability and variability properties of memristors[30] to create digital keys and fingerprints, where the encryption keys are derived from physical variations created during device fabrication [31].

Wafer manufacturers, process tool suppliers, pilot lines, and factory start-ups all have different timing and measurement requirements. The need for a shorter ramp-up time for pilot lines means that characterization of tools and processes prior to pilot line startup must improve. However, as the process matures, the need for metrology should decrease. As device dimensions shrink, the challenge for physical metrology will be to keep pace with in-line electrical testing that provides critical electrical performance data.

2. **Scope of Report**

The scope includes metrology for critical dimensions (CDs), microscopy, lithography metrology, front end processes metrology, on-chip interconnect metrology, 3D interconnect metrology, materials characterization, metrology for emerging research materials and devices, reference materials, and outside systems connectivity needs and challenges. The section on VM summaries some of the key requirements of a recent white paper on how metrology and VM could better collaborate. Here is a link to that document.

2.1. **Additional Information**

As shown by the scope of the chapter, the breadth and depth of information and expertise needed to adequately address IC metrology issues are quite large. As such, some of the underlying information on instrumentation, characterization, device structure and physics, and process steps may not always make it into the chapter or in some cases are not suitable for a roadmap publication. Publications and conferences that focus on IC metrology provide some of this background information. *Metrology and Diagnostic Techniques for Nanoelectronics* (Zhiyong Ma and David G. Seiler eds.) [32] covers recent advances in research and industry practices on IC and nanoelectronics metrology, and is a good reference for a wide range of topics covered by the chapter.

Several conferences and associated proceedings are important sources for researchers in different areas of metrology for nanoelectronics and IC manufacturing. The Frontiers of Characterization and Metrology for Nanoelectronics (FCMN), the SPIE Advanced Lithography conferences, The Lithography Workshop, the IEEE International Electron Devices Meeting, the Electron, Ion, and Photon Beam Technology and Nanofabrication conference, Advanced Semiconductor Manufacturing Conferences, and the VLSI Technology Symposium among others, are key venues for new research and development on nanoelectronics and nanoscale manufacturing/fabrication metrology. Papers and presentations from the FCMN (and predecessor conferences) covering more than 15 years are available [33]. Other sources of information include *SPIE’s Journal of Micro/Nanolithography, MEMS, and MOEMS*, *Nature Electronics, IEEE Transactions on Semiconductor Manufacturing, IEEE Transactions on Electron Devices*, and *IEEE Electron Device Letters*. The listed sources and chapter references are by no means exhaustive, but they are good places to start.

In addition, the Metrology Focus Team (FT) will occasionally publish *White Papers* on IC metrology topics that are complementary to the roadmap. The *IRDS Virtual Metrology Whitepaper*[34] developed by the Metrology and Factory Integration FTs in 2017 is an example. The executive summary of that white paper is presented in the section on factory level metrology.

3. **Summary and Key Points**

The rest of the report presents the long- and near-term difficult metrology challenges. These challenges revolve around the impact of new drivers, device structure complexity, new materials, and the statistical limits of controlling sub 5 nm stochastic processes. A short section on metrology requirements for outside systems connectivity (OSC) is included. Also included is a section on virtual metrology requirements, its role, summary of issues, and what needs to be done for wider adoption.

Reoccurring themes throughout the report include: 1) the influence of advanced data analytics; 2) the need for hybrid or combined metrology, and 3) the impact of new device structures and new starting materials. These issues, which have been present in the roadmap over the years, take on a new urgency as market drivers shift. They are also outlined in the key messages below:

1. Device structure and new materials complexities are as important as feature size as key drivers of metrology needs and challenges.
2. Hybrid or combined metrology will play a bigger role moving forward. No single instrument has the capability or resolution needed to measure the large number of parameters and measurands needed to characterize some of the new device structures.

3. The use of advanced data analytics will span all areas of metrology including image and data analysis, inference, integration with modeling and simulation, prediction, and correlation with other process steps. Although this already happens in some form or the other, current methods, which involve autonomous or semi-autonomous evaluation of data to learn patterns, obtain key insights, and make decisions, could fundamentally change how metrology is currently performed in the factory.

4. CHALLENGES

Metrology requirements continue to be driven by advanced lithographic and multi-patterning processes, new materials, and beyond CMOS materials, new device structures, and switching devices. EUVL will be one of the dominant patterning technologies going forward. This is driving the development of new metrology equipment for masks, and research into metrology techniques for EUV resist. As the use of EUVL gains momentum, the presence of EUV induced stochastic variations and defects means that the sensitivity and resolution of metrology tools would need to improve. However, this will only be part of the solution. In addition to finding ways to mitigate stochastic effects, improvements in models that relate EUVL patterning parameters to stochastic variations are needed. Such models assist metrologists in developing suitable measurement methods and strategies for EUVL induced defects and variations.

Existing CD metrology is approaching its limits and requires significant advances to keep pace with the needs of patterning. Another key challenge to CD metrology is tool matching. Near-term precision (measurement uncertainty) requirements for the next few years can be met using single tools. Overlay metrology capability lags behind the need for improved overlay control, especially for multi-patterning applications.

The rise of 3D NAND technology greatly stretches the capability of existing metrology. Multilayered stacked structures of 3D NAND (with hundreds of layers) present unique challenges with respect to vertical gate control, CD channel/memory hole, defect control, stress, and material characterization, among others.

Front end processes continue to drive metrology to provide measurements for new channel materials including SiGe/Si and III-V film stacks, higher dielectric constant materials, dual work function metal gates, and new ultra-shallow junction doping processes. 3D device structures, such as FinFETs and tri-gate FETs, place significantly more difficult requirements on dimensional and doping metrology. For example, fins evolve into nanowires, nanosheets[35, 36], nanoribbons or nanorods at future nodes[37]. 3D interconnect metrology requirements are largely driven by the activity in through silicon vias (TSV) R&D. As for bonded wafer overlay control for next generation, several solutions for bonded wafer overlay are now available. For beyond CMOS R&D, many areas of 2D materials metrology have advanced but putting them into volume manufacturing will require challenging R&D. The need for understanding large-area graphene uniformity is driving both physical and electrical metrology.

4.1. NEAR-TERM CHALLENGES AND LONG-TERM CHALLENGES

To achieve desired device scaling, metrology tools must be capable of measuring properties on atomic distances. This includes inline metrology for dimensional, compositional, and doping measurements. Thus, many short-term (2019 to 2025) metrology challenges listed in Table MET-1 will continue beyond the 7 nm ½ pitch. Metrology needs are increasingly affected by the natural stochastic variation limits of the printing process, and by new structures, materials, and processes. These include nanowires, SiGe, and stacking technologies such as 3D, wafer-to-wafer (W2W) and die-to-wafer (D2W). Shrinking feature sizes, tighter control of device electrical parameters (such as threshold voltage and leakage current) and new interconnect technology (such as 3D interconnect) will provide the main challenges for physical metrology methods. The increased use of multi-patterning techniques introduces the need to independently solve a large set of metrics to fully characterize a multi-patterning process[38]. Table MET-1 presents ten major challenges for IC metrology.
### 6 Challenges

**Table MET-1**  
**Metrology Difficult Challenges**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Near-Term Challenges: 2019 - 2025</th>
<th>Summary of Issues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Control of new process technology and 3D interconnect.** | • Complex 3D device structures place increased need for in-line metrology for dimensional, compositional, and doping measurements. Multi-patterning techniques introduce the need to independently solve a large set of metrics to fully characterize a multi-patterning process.  
• Multilayered stacked structures such as 3D NAND (with hundreds of layers) present unique challenges with respect to vertical gate control, CD channel/memory hole, defect control, stress, material characterization, and the high aspect ratio nature of the stacked chip, among others.  
• 3D Interconnect comprises several different approaches, and new process control needs are not yet established. E.g.: 3D measurements will be required for trench structures including capacitors, devices, and contacts. |
| **Statistical limits of sub-5 nm process control** | • Controlling processes where the natural stochastic variation limits metrology will be difficult. Printed features are now small enough that random variations in the amount and position of molecules can now create small variations in pattern fidelity that have substantial effects on device performance. Examples include EUV resist induced surface, sidewall and edge roughness, stochastic effects, EPE, and errors associated with contour metrology. |
| **Starting materials metrology** | • Capability for SOI, III-V, GeOI wafers needs enhancement. CD and film thickness, are impacted by thin SOI optical properties and charging by electron and ion beams. |
| **Measurement of complex material stacks and interfacial properties.** | • Reference materials and standard measurement methodology for complex material stacks and interfacial properties including physical and electrical properties are needed.  
• Optical measurement of gate and capacitor dielectric involves averaging over too large an area and needs to characterize interfacial layers. |
| **Measurement test structures and reference materials.** | • The area available for test structures is being reduced, especially in the scribe lines. Measurements on test structures located in scribe lines may not correlate with in-die performance.  
• Overlay and other test structures are sensitive to process variation, and test structure design must be improved to ensure correlation between measurements in the scribe line and on chip properties. Standards institutions need rapid access to state of the art development and manufacturing capability to fabricate relevant reference materials. |
| **Factory level and companywide metrology integration.** | • Standards for process controllers and handling big data for real-time in-situ, integrated, and in-line metrology tools are needed.  
• VM (with standards) to support emerging sensor and smart technology capabilities. |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Long-Term Challenges: 2026 - 2034</th>
<th>Summary of Issues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Nondestructive wafer and mask-level metrology for 3D structures.** | • Nondestructive, production worthy wafer and mask-level metrology for CD measurement for 3D structures, overlay, defect detection, and analysis.  
• Potential metrology solutions need to be able to characterize complex shape structures with sub-atomic resolution (without surface charging and contamination). These include vertical gate all around (VGAA) nanowire, lateral gate all around (LGAA) nanowire, and monolithic or sequential 3D FETs.  
• Focus, exposure, and etch bias control will require better precision and 3D metrology capability. It is important to have both imaging and scattering techniques available for any given process control situation. |
| **New strategy for in-die metrology.** | • Correlation of test structure variations with in-die properties is becoming more difficult as devices shrink. Sampling plan optimization is key to solving these issues. Techniques must reflect across chip and across wafer variation. |
| **Statistical limits of sub-3 nm process control.** | • Controlling processes where the natural stochastic variation limits metrology will be difficult. Printed features are now small enough that random variations in the amount and position of molecules can now create small variations in pattern fidelity that have substantial effects on ...
device performance. Examples include EUV resist induced surface, sidewall and edge roughness, and stochastic effects.

| Structural and elemental analysis at device dimensions and measurements for emerging materials and devices. | • Materials characterization and metrology methods are needed for control of interfacial layers, dopant positions, defects, and atomic concentrations relative to device dimensions. Measurements for self-assembling processes are also required. |
| Metrology needs for 3D device integration | • Beyond the More Moore era, 3D integration technologies could pave the way for further higher density scaling of transistors by using several kinds of hybrid bonding schemes such as wafer-to-wafer, die-to-wafer, collective die-to-wafer accumulation. These processes require new concepts of metrology over FEOL, BEOL and A&P. |

### 5. TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS

#### 5.1. SUMMARY

This section gives a summary of the technology requirements over the next 15 years, and by extension the types of device structures and materials that would need to be measured. Table MET-2 shows a subset of the More Moore – Logic Core device technology roadmap for select years between 2019 and 2034. Gate all around (GAA) are structures where the gate completely wraps around the device, which in this case is made up of nanowires. In a lateral configuration, they are referred to as lateral gate all around (LGAA). This configuration would not only use the same layout as finFETs with multiple nanowires where the fins would have been. In the vertical congratulation are known as vertical gate all round (VGAA). In this configuration, the gate length is vertical with respect to the source and the drain.

#### 5.2. TECHNOLOGY TRENDS AND EVOLUTION

As device structures evolve from FinFETs to GAA-based on nanowires, and to monolithic 3D devices, the metrology needed to evaluate these devices would need to contend with smaller target volumes and larger backgrounds leading to low signal to noise ratios [1, 4, 39]. In addition, the channel materials would evolve from Si to Ge, 2D materials over the same period. The combination of new structures and materials, smaller targets, and larger backgrounds amongst other constrains would require metrology techniques with the resolution, depth of focus, and appropriate energy levels to non-destructively measure all the needed parameters.

For memory devices, techniques that are able to measure very high aspect ratio structures made from multiple stacks are needed for DRAM and 3D NAND flash memory. Parameters include vertical gate control, CD channel/memory hole, defect control, stress, and material characterization among others.

This includes not just the resolution, but the range and the material sensitivity needed for high aspect ratio (HAR) features made of tens to hundreds of layers. In addition to the broader shape and materials issues, the ability to characterize specific parameters (such as height, and sidewall angle) for different aspects of FinFETs and GAA devices are driving the technology requirements [2]. Table MET-2 shows the logic device structure requirements from IRDS More Moore focus team for the years 2020 to 2034. The table (based on 2020 IRDS -More Moore information) has projections of when devices from different technologies will be produced and some of the requirements needed for implementation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR OF PRODUCTION</th>
<th>2020 ITRS</th>
<th>2022 ITRS</th>
<th>2025 ITRS</th>
<th>2028 ITRS</th>
<th>2031 ITRS</th>
<th>2034 ITRS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Logic industry &quot;Node Range&quot; Labeling (nm)</td>
<td>G48M36</td>
<td>G45M24</td>
<td>G42M20</td>
<td>G40M16</td>
<td>G38M16T2</td>
<td>G38M16T4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logic device structure options</td>
<td>FinFET</td>
<td>FinFET</td>
<td>LGAA</td>
<td>LGAA</td>
<td>LGAA-3D</td>
<td>LGAA-3D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mainstream device for logic</td>
<td>LGAA</td>
<td>LGAA</td>
<td>LGAA-3D</td>
<td>LGAA-3D</td>
<td>LGAA-3D</td>
<td>LGAA-3D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 5.3. TECHNOLOGY TRENDS AND EVOLUTION

Beyond the More Moore era, 3D integration technologies could pave the way for further higher density scaling of transistors by using several kinds of hybrid bonding schemes such as wafer-to-wafer, die-to-wafer, collective die-to-wafer accumulation. These processes require new concepts of metrology over FEOL, BEOL and A&P.

### Table MET-2 Logic Device Structure Requirements

*Note: Information based on 2020 IRDS More Moore Table MM01
5.3. **Microscopy**

Microscopy is used in most of the core technology processes where 2D distributions, which are digital images of the shape and appearance of IC features, reveal important information. Usually, imaging is the first, but many times is the only step in the “being able to see it, measure it, and control it” chain. Microscopes typically employ light, electron beam, X-ray, or scanned probe methods. Beyond imaging, online microscopy applications include CD and overlay measurements along with detection, review, and automatic classification of defects and particles. Because of the high value and quantity of wafers, the need for rapid, non-destructive, in-line imaging and measurement is growing. Due to the changing aspect ratios of IC features (besides the traditional lateral feature size (for example, linewidth measurement)), full 3D shape measurements are important. New metrology methods that take full advantage of advanced digital image processing and analysis techniques, and networked measurement tools are now used to meet the requirements of IC technologies but require continual improvements as the problems get more complex. Microscopy techniques and measurements based on these methods must serve the technologists better, giving fast and detailed, adequate information on the processes in ways that help to establish better process control. Although improvements in the underlaying imaging or spectroscopic techniques are necessary, equally important is the ability to develop methods that apply current capabilities to new problems.

*Electron Microscopy*—There are many different microscopy methods that use electron beams as sources of illumination[27]. These include scanning electron microscopy (SEM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM), electron holography, and low-energy and high-energy electron microscopy. Scanning electron microscopy is discussed below, and transmission electron microscopy, scanning transmission electron microscopy, and low-energy electron microscopy are discussed in the sections on *Materials Characterization* and *3D Nanometrology Needs and Challenges*.

*Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)*—continues to provide at-line and in-line imaging for characterization of cross-sectional samples, particle and defect analysis, in-line defect imaging (defect review), and CD measurements. Improvements are needed for effective CD and defect review (and SEM detection in pilot lines) at or beyond the 10 nm generation[40]. New in-line SEM technology, such as the use of ultra-low-energy electron beams (<250 eV) and high energy SEM (typically 10 keV–200 keV, but in some cases as low as 5 keV) may be required for overcoming image degradation due to charging and radiation damage of the sample surface, while maintaining adequate resolution and depth of field. Improving the resolution of the SEM by the reduction of spherical aberration leads to an unacceptably small depth of field, and thus SEM imaging with several focus steps and/or use of algorithms that take the beam shape into account might be needed. Aberration correction lens technology has migrated from TEM to SEM providing a significant increase in capability. There are effective methods to eliminate instrument-origin contamination, so only sample-origin contamination might remain an issue. Suitable management of atomic level surface cleanliness is now necessary and with further research is becoming possible. Super-low, <200 eV landing energy high-resolution imaging is now possible, it should be explored for CD measurements, especially for targets consisting of shrinkable materials such as photoresists[41]. A new alternative path could be high-pressure or environmental microscopy, which opens the possibility for higher accelerating voltage, improved resolution imaging, and metrology. Binary and phase-shifting chromium-on-quartz optical photomasks have been successfully investigated with this mode of high-resolution SEM. It has been found that the gaseous sample environment minimizes sample charging and contamination. This methodology also holds promise for the inspection, imaging, and metrology of wafers.

It is becoming increasingly important to develop measurand-based, optimized, non-raster scanning capability for the SEMs to acquire raw size, shape and composition information. Due to the small signals generated by the small number of atoms comprising the devices (and even fewer atoms that represent their variations), and for throughput reasons, significantly better measurement results can be obtained by scanning the primary electron beam only over those locations that contain the required information. This will minimize sample damage while substantially increasing time-to-results.

Data analysis methods that adhere to the physics of the measurement and use all information collected have been demonstrated to be better than arbitrary methods. Measured and modeled image and fast and accurate comparative techniques are likely to gain importance in SEM dimensional metrology. A better understanding of the relationship between the physical object and the waveform analyzed by the instrument is expected to improve CD measurement. Sample damage, which arises from direct ionization damage of the sample and deposition of charge in device structures, may set fundamental limits on the utility of all microscopes relying on charged particle beams. Shrinkage, another form of damage often caused by electron beams on polymer layers (including photoresists), is now better understood and in many cases can now be predicted and compensated for in CD measurement values[41].

Model-based SEM measurements can deliver useful 2D contour and 3D profile information on 10 nm and smaller IC structures with resolution approaching that of TEM[42-44]. The combination of aberration corrected lens, low-energy SEM
columns and model-based-library analysis methods can also provide a significant boost to critical dimension SEM (CD-SEM) measurement capabilities, and allow for better 3D information from top down 2D images[46]. Further efforts are needed to implement strategies that use multiple images taken from different angles [47] to determine the 3D shape of the various IC structures, including embedded sample features as the smallest structures are partially transparent under electron beam irradiation. Research on the use of multiple SEM columns[47-49] and the use of detected backscattered electrons from multiple primary beam energies to reconstruct 3D structure of features[50] are progressing. The SEM is useful for determining 3D shape and size of both individual and large number (average) of features, and is much faster than TEM investigations. The inline use and nondestructive nature of top-down SEM makes it useful for a wide range of applications, therefore it is important to explore and develop optimized, sound physics-based measurement methods.

Determination of the real 3D shape for smaller contacts/vias, transistor gates, interconnect lines, or damascene trenches will require continuing advances in existing microscopy and sample preparation methods. Fully automated cross-sectioning by focused ion beam (FIB) and semi-automated lift-out for imaging in a TEM or a STEM has been successfully demonstrated[51]. Solutions for imaging bottoms of HAR vias and trenches have been demonstrated using higher energy SEMs and low-loss backscattering electron detection modes. High energy SEM with energies >10 keV offer potential solutions for the improved resolution needed for in-line CD-SEM roles at the upcoming nodes, although such beams cause known local electrical damage at the measurement site. However, such tools have recently been commercially introduced and are starting to gain acceptance for some roles, especially for HAR via measurement and CD-SEM-based overlay for some applications[2, 40]. As the increase of 3D NAND flash memory, in-line SEM is now applied to measure the channel/memory holes especially for the bottom hole CDs by using highly accelerated primary electron beam. Given that dual beam FIB[52] is now commonly used in-line and improved resolution CD-SEM is a critical need, use of high-energy SEM in-line on non-electrically active targets, such as scatterometry gratings, kerf features, dedicated SEM features or even sacrificial die, are now reconsidered in the industry[4, 39].

Scanning Probe Microscopy (SPM)—may be used to calibrate CD-SEM measurements. Scanning probe microscopes, such as the atomic force microscope (AFM), offer 3D measurements that are insensitive to the material scanned. Flexing of the probe degrades measurements when the probe is too slender. The probe shape and aspect ratio must, therefore, be appropriate for the probe material used and the forces encountered. High stiffness probe materials, such as short carbon nano-tubes, may alleviate this problem. In addition to size, another limit to the use of AFMs for dense features is profile fidelity at feature bottoms (semi-enclosed area) where the tip is exposed to forces from multiple directions. Other types of scanning probe microscopy are discussed in the sections for Emerging Research Materials and Devices and 3D Nanometrology Needs and Challenges.

Far-field Optical Microscopy—is limited in resolution by the wavelength of light. Deep ultraviolet sources and near-field microscopy are being developed to overcome these limitations. Improved software allowing automatic classification of sub-wavelength sized defects is needed[53]. Traditional optical imaging will continue to have application in the inspection of large features, such as solder bump arrays for multi-chip modules. Also, other new experimental optical applications that move beyond direct measurement from images have the potential to detect smaller features either for measurements or other aspects of process control. More work is needed to understand if they have a place for inline metrology[54, 55]. Optical methods that determine the geometry of features 1/30th of the wavelength of light by addressing limitations in the measurement and normalization of the complex set of amplitude, phase, and spatial frequency propagation errors has been reported[56], could be applied to a variety of industry relevant samples.

For Defect Detection—each technology has limitations. A defect is defined as any physical, electrical, or parametric deviation capable of affecting yield. Existing SEMs and SPMs are considered too slow for the efficient detection of defects too small for optical microscopes, and existing optical techniques lose some sensitivity to defects smaller than 20 nm[57]. High-speed scanning has been demonstrated with both arrayed and single-probe SPMs [58] (that might be faster than SEMs) but issues associated with probe lifetime, uniformity, characterization, and wear need to be addressed. This technology should be pursued both by expanding the size of the array and in developing additional operational modes. However, the expected speed improvements are substantial—some implementations have experimentally demonstrated single-probe scan speeds as fast as a few micrometer² image in under 5 seconds[59]. Arrayed micro-column SEMs have been proposed as a method of improving SEM throughput[48] and operation of a single micro-SEM has been demonstrated. Research is needed into the limits of electrostatic and magnetic lens designs. An optical method that uses volumetric analysis to process focus-resolved images of defects as small as 16 nm has been demonstrated[60]. The effects of wavelength scaling on defects as small as 8 nm have been simulated[61-63]. Another optical method, through-focus scanning optical microscopy (TSOM), demonstrated detection of sub-20 nm defects using visible wavelength of 546 nm. Simulations show potential to detect defects as small as 5 nm using 250 nm wavelength. TSOM also shows promise for patterned defect detection and classification[64], and sub-surface defect detection using near-infrared microscopy[65]. (Defect Detection is covered in the Yield Enhancement chapter)
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In addition to the techniques outlined above, surface analysis techniques such as scanning Auger nanoprobe (complementary to scanning electron microscopy/energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) or TEM/EDS) offers surface-sensitive elemental quantification from tens of nanometers to micron scales. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and Angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) techniques are used for diagnostic measurements of novel materials (2D and epitaxial channel materials for example) and help process optimization and control. Applications range from surface chemical composition to metrology of key quantities related to electronic/structural properties such as work function, hole effective mass, in-plane lattice parameter. This information could be correlated with in-plane X-ray diffraction (XRD) or electrical measurements. Overall, these techniques address both optimization of large-scale material deposition parameters and engineering of device fabrication processes.

5.4. Lithography Metrology

Lithography metrology continues to be challenged by rapid advancement of patterning technology. New materials in all process areas add to the challenges faced by lithography metrology. The advent of EUVL poses major challenges to lithography process control. This is because EUVL encompasses a broad range of lithography components including mask, resist, and scanner, among others, all of which needs to be qualified for a wide range of applications. EUVL is also being implemented at extremely small device sizes (where feature variability is on the order of a few atoms), with complex structures and a host of new materials (see Table MET-2). For example, one such problem is the introduction of stochastic effects such as line edge roughness, line width roughness, local critical dimension uniformity and printing failures[66-68]. This convergence of a large number of process control related issues will greatly challenge available metrology and calls for both fundamentally new measurement approaches and novel application of existing capabilities.

A proper control of the variation in transistor gate length starts with mask metrology. Although the overall features on a mask are four times larger than as printed, phase shift and optical proximity correction features are roughly half the size of the printed structures. Indeed, larger values for mask error factor (MEF) might require a tighter process control at mask level, too; hence, a more accurate and precise metrology has to be developed. Mask metrology includes measurements that determine that the phase of the light correctly printed. Both on-wafer measurement of CD and overlay are also becoming more challenging. CD control for transistor gate length continues to be a critical part of manufacturing ICs with increasing device performance measures such as clock speeds. The metrology needs for process control and dispositioning of product continue to drive improvements in measurement uncertainty. Acceleration of research and development activities for CD and overlay measurements are essential to providing viable metrology for future technology generations. All of these issues require improved methods for evaluation of measurement capability.

On-product monitors of effective dose and focus extend utility of conventional microscopy-based CD metrology systems in process control applications. The same system can output CD and overlay measurements, as well as lithography process monitors. Process control capability and efficiency of such metrology are improving. The infrastructure to support such new applications is generally available. Monitors of effective dose and focus for lithography process control have also been developed for conventional optical metrology systems, such as used in overlay metrology. Similar capabilities, in addition to CD, sidewall, and height metrology, are now emerging in scatterometry. In all cases, rather than measure CD for the purpose of process control, with every feature’s CD being a complex function of both dose and focus, these systems output measurements of process parameters themselves, with metrology errors as low as 1% (3σ) for dose and ~10 nm (3σ) for focus. Today’s process monitor performance levels boast P/T = 0.1 for lithography process window with 15% for dose and 200 nm for focus, enabling further reduction of k; in high volume manufacturing and extending the utility of optical microlithography. While the demands on metrology systems’ stability and matching are likely to increase, work in this area has already initiated the development of tighter control and matching, being a pre-requisite of accurate CD metrology, not just of process control applications and dedicated process monitors. As device sizes shrink, there is also a move to specify displacement deviations such as CD, overlay, line edge roughness as a composite value represented by the edge placement errors (EPE). EPE provides some flexibility in allocating the individual error components while maintaining the overall error budget[69].

Capable and efficient direct process monitor-based lithography process control has the potential to overcome technology limitations of conventional CD metrology. The ongoing change of lithography process control methodology can be accelerated by industry collaboration to define the expectations in direct process control, with tests of performance and standards for both new metrology applications and applications environment. This change will, likely, result in lithography metrology where capable and efficient means of process control are supplemented by, and are differentiated from, superior CD metrology proper. New levels of absolute accuracy are required to meet measurement requirements for next generation technology especially in the areas of CD metrology for calibration and verification of compliance for advanced mask designs (for example, 1D and 2D/3D CD metrology through pitch and layouts, in presence of optical proximity correction (OPC) and resolution enhancement technology, at various printing conditions).
Often, special test structures are measured during manufacturing. When this is the case, active device dimensions are not measured. CD-SEM continues to be used for wafer and mask[70] measurement of lines and via/contact. A considerable effort has been aimed at overcoming electron beam damage to photoresist used by 193 nm exposures and that will continue when alternative lithography techniques, like EUVL, are introduced[71] as discussed above in the microscopy section, these efforts are starting to yield real results. Stack materials, surface condition, line shape, and even layout in the line vicinity may affect CD-SEM waveform and, therefore, extracted line CD. These effects, unless they are accurately modeled and corrected, increase measurement variation and total uncertainty of CD-SEM measurements. Developments in electron beam metrology technology that improve resolution and precision are being tested. CD-SEM is facing an issue with poor depth of field unless a new approach to SEM-based CD measurement is found. High-voltage CD-SEM and low-loss electron detectors have been proposed as means of extending the use of the CD-SEM.

To be able to make statistically sound SEM measurements it is essential to collect the right kind and amount of information[72]. The collection of excess information leads to loss of throughput, and by the contrary, collection of not enough or of the wrong type of information leads to loss of process control. It is important to develop metrology methods that reveal and express the needed information with the indication of the validity of the measurements. Larger usable image field-of-view at image resolution-level pixel density allows for much greater utilization of multiple feature measurement (MFM) applications for increased information per unit time, and thus improved validity of measurement results, through increased sampling without throughput penalty. It is indispensable to employ custom scanning methods to acquire and measure only the information sought in the shortest possible time.

For CD-SEMs, design-based metrology (DBM) applications, which include automatic recipe setup from design information, allow for practical use of SEms for large-scale verification of design intent, through the collection of feature 2D contour[73] shape information and comparison to GDS files. DBM applications are becoming very important for development and verification of lithographic OPC, as the number of measurements for successfully developing OPC is expected to grow exponentially with technology generation. Also, DBM applications for multiple patterning are being explored. This is a major role where metrology interfaces with the design for manufacturing (DFM) community. Also, collecting and applying CD information from reticle measurements for comparison to wafer CD measurements is an important application in some cases, and would be most efficient if done through contours.

However, much work remains to be done in defining contour error source testing methodologies, contour reference metrology, and SEM modeling for contours. Model-based metrology—again—could help solve these problems[74]. Contour fidelity is a prevailing challenge and an area where improvements in the state of the art could yield value to the industry[75, 76]. Gaps or missing segments in contours can occur for reasons related to both the sample and metrology tool. Major contributors are weak signal and breaks along edges parallel to the (fast) scan axis and contrast variation along the contour, which could be due to underlying variations in the structure (e.g., changes in sidewall angle or reentrance) or instrumental artifacts, such as edge proximity effects in a SEM[77]. In some cases, breaks in the contour are inherent when referencing one level to another (e.g., poly over active). This subject of contour integrity is closely related to the accuracy of contour extraction. Contour extraction algorithms employ 2D image processing and thus function differently than conventional single-measure and CD extraction algorithms, which are applied to individual line scans. There are known significant differences specifically with regard to edge detection and the inherent degree of signal averaging. Model-based measurement methods can alleviate these problems. Sampling can also have a large impact, as averaging as few as five contours can significantly improve precision and, due to averaging out local roughness effects in discrete features, also improve agreement between extracted contours and simulation.

Attention must also be paid to the requirements for registration between the SEM contours and the design for successful OPC[73]. Models must be able to compensate for rotational and lateral offsets between the SEM contour and the design, as well as for potential field distortions. This relates somewhat to the question of metrology accuracy versus production accuracy. The extent to which it is acceptable to remove metrology errors when matching contours to the design is not agreed upon. For example, a uniform magnification error removed by stretching the contour could be less problematic than non-linearity across the SEM field of view.

Another area in which useful improvements could be made in contour metrology accuracy lies in the statistical sophistication of the contour extraction and modeling software, for example, the inclusion of a 95% confidence interval for the extracted contour. It should be noted that the final metrics in measuring contours should be compatible with the same conventional linewidth metrics used in this roadmap.

Scatterometry—is a manufacturing metrology workhorse, and routinely provides line shape metrology and statistically valid average values for large numbers of features. Scatterometry refers to both multi-wavelength—single angle optical scattering and to single wavelength—multi angle methods. Recent advances have resulted in the ability to determine CD and line shape without the aid of a library of simulated results. For in-line applications, scatterometry provides a tighter distribution
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of key transistor electrical properties when used for advanced process control. Scatterometry is now used for contact and via structures[78] and for more complex features[79, 80] where as many as 10 parameters are modeled.

Scatterometry models typically assume uniform optical properties of line and background materials, although surface anomalies and non-uniform dopant distribution may affect scatterometry results. Scatterometry models are often calibrated with periodic verification using reference metrology such as SEM and critical dimension AFM (CD-AFM)[67, 81, 82]. Lithography and etch micro-loading effects may noticeably affect line CD. Since scatterometry currently makes measurements on special test structures, other CD metrology techniques (such as SEM, AFM, or TEM) may be employed to establish correlation between CD and shape of the scatterometry structure and CDs of the circuit. As in most aspects of IC metrology, the use of machine learning and other semi-autonomous data analytics techniques in scatterometry continues to increase[83-85], and could help reduce the dimensionality of the modeling data. Current development is pushing scatterometry target size to enable measurement of smaller test structures while improving measurement precision[86-89].

The usage of multiple patterning steps creates complexity when measuring multi-patterned features, as more parameters must be measured and controlled, including statistically distinct CD, sidewall, roughness, and pitch (overlay) populations. In some schemes, an antireflective coating (ARC) may prevent the UV light from penetrating deeper layers. Recent efforts are focused on applying scatterometry to overlay[90] metrology including a new class of image-based[91] scatterometry capable of multi-layer measurements. Implementations using Mueller-matrix based scatterometry[92] have applications in DSA[93, 94], for shape metrology with improved sensitivity to contour asymmetries and pitch walking [95, 96], and selective etching of multi-nanosheet FET for sub-5 nm nodes[97], among others. As feature density continues to decrease, quantum confinement effects may yield dimensionally dependent shifts in the optical properties. All of these issues could contribute to the main challenges of achieving successful scatterometry metrology on a given process: Parameter cross-correlations when modeling complex features[4], although multi-tool inspection using hybrid metrology may mitigate this challenge[98, 99]. Optical scattering techniques could still be useful for sub-5 nm metrology, however a good understanding of materials, interfaces, geometries, and resulting uncertainties would be needed[100, 101].

Small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS)—is an analytical technique that is routinely used to measure structural features on the order of 1−100 nm with the potential for measuring complex periodic nanostructures such as FinFETs and 3D NAND cells. The method is similar to optical scatterometry, but at a much smaller wavelength and with the scattering contrast proportional to changes in the electron density instead of the electronic structure. SAXS can measure CD, height, pitch, multiple patterning error, line edge roughness, and average cross-sectional profile of both logic and memory structures[102-104]. There are two main types of SAXS techniques, transmission-based SAXS, commonly called critical dimension SAXS (CD-SAXS), and grazing incidence SAXS (GISAXS).

In transmission-based SAXS (T-SAXS) or CD-SAXS, a high energy X-ray beam is passed through a semiconductor wafer and scattered from a periodic nanostructure. The scattered intensity is measured on an area detector. The wafer is then tilted through a series of different incidence angles to determine the angular dependence of the scattering pattern. Transmission through the 750 μm silicon wafer requires X-ray energies greater than 15 keV to minimize absorption loss. The path length through the structure is typically on the order of 100 nm, so multiple scattering events are rare and the Born approximation is valid. The intensity of the scattered radiation measured by the detector is proportional to the square of the Fourier transform of the electron density distribution, making CD-SAXS sensitive to changes in both the atomic number and the mass density. The signal is strongest for samples with large changes in electron density and weakest for low atomic number films such as carbon-based photoresists. The signal also depends on the square of the height of the structure, so tall samples such as HAR memory[105] scatter orders of magnitude stronger than logic structures. CD-SAXS modeling is considerably less computationally demanding than the rigorous coupled-wave analysis (RCWA) used in optical scatterometry. Shapes models are usually based on stacks of trapezoids and complex shapes have been successfully modeled[106].

Most reported demonstrations of CD-SAXS utilized large synchrotron facilities for the X-ray source. Laboratory-based CD-SAXS can be used for reference metrology but in-line metrology applications will require significant improvements in compact X-ray sources to get the required throughput (<1 min) with a small spot size (<100 μm). High throughput CD-SAXS measurements are demanding for X-ray sources because they require both a small spot and a small divergence (less than the angular spacing between scattering peaks, e.g., <1 mrad). This is because the only way to reduce both the spot size and the divergence for a given source is to aperture the beam and reduce the flux. Current X-ray tubes and rotating anodes do not have a high enough X-ray brilliance to enable high throughput in-line metrology[107]. Next generation X-ray sources need to be developed with at least 100 × increases in brightness over current commercial compact sources. One possible solution is the use of inverse Compton scattering X-ray sources[108-111] in which a high energy electron beam is used to scatter optical photons and up-convert them into the hard X-ray regime. Very tall structures such as 3D-NAND and DRAM scatter much stronger and CD-SAXS has the required throughput for characterization of HAR contact holes[105, 112, 113].
Since CD-SAXS is a transmission through wafer measurement, it works best on the front end as all current periodic structures in the stack will contribute to the scattering pattern. Orthogonal structures such as gates and fins scatter in different orientations and thus will not interfere with each other. Modeling more complex stacks will require prior knowledge of the previous structures in the stack. The small absorbance of the high energy X-rays and the short path length results in a small deposited dose in the characterized film. Research is needed to see if shrinkage or other forms of damage occur in photoresists at these X-ray doses.

In GISAXS[114-116], the X-ray beam is incident on the wafer close to the critical angle of total external reflection and the sample is rotated azimuthally to produce an angle resolved data set. In addition, the grazing angle can be tuned to probe either the surface structure or at different depths into the structure. The grazing angle is typically a few tenths of a degree and results in a very large projected spot on the sample in the beam propagation direction (~cm’s). The much larger spot size on the sample compared to CD-SAXS and signal enhancements related to the grazing geometry result in measurement times much shorter than transmission CD-SAXS. GISAXS has been used to determine the size distribution of nanoparticles in thin films, the average diameter of nanowires, and the CD, pitch, sidewall angle and height of silicon gratings[117]. Reflection and refraction at the surface and at all thin film interfaces must be incorporated into the data modeling such as is done in the distorted wave Born approximation (DWBA). The long path length of the X-ray beam through the highly periodic structure in grazing incidence geometry results in multiple scattering events that also need to be considered in the data models. This is not done using conventional DWBA theory, and modeling improvements are needed for robust quantitative analysis of more complicated structures. High throughput GISAXS measurements have been conducted on memory structures where the large spot size and restrictions on complex shape models are not a problem[118].

GISAXS can use much lower X-ray energies than transmission CD-SAXS since substrate absorption is not a concern. The lower X-ray energies are advantageous because the critical angle of total external reflection is higher, resulting in a smaller projected spot size on the sample. Additionally, the scattering angles of the diffraction peaks and the angular spacing between the peaks is larger, so the divergence requirements are relaxed in the scattering direction (e.g., >1 mrad).

In other areas, the use of “feed forward” control concepts must be extended to lithography metrology taking data at least from resist and mask pattern measurements and controlling subsequent processing, such as etch, to improve product performance. “Feedback” controlling strategy is required as well to set properly process parameter setup from a huge amount of previously collected data.

CD-AFM measurements can be used to verify line shape and calibrate CD or contour measurements. New probe tip technology and 3D tilt-able cantilever[119] may be required if CD-AFM is to be applied to dense line measurement below 15 nm. Focus–Exposure correlation studies (especially for contact/via) can be used by all of the above methods as well as by the dual column focused ion beam (FIB) (SEM plus focused ion beam) where there is an immediate correlation with line shape. Electron holography has been proposed as a long-term CD measurement technology.

Although non-planar devices such as FinFETs are now the standard CMOS device architecture, they still pose metrology challenges. These challenges will only increase as fins evolve into nanowires or nanosheets. 3D NAND flash memories will continue to increase in aspect ratios and through hundreds of different material layers. The possibility of DSA lithography raises potential metrology problems, depending on whether the metrology is done before or after removal of the sacrificial component. In addition, complex periodicities resulting from multi-patterning, low signal to noise ratio from smaller dimensions, and an increased number of process control variables from multiple locations on the feature present additional challenges. Thus, true 3D metrology with increased sensitivity is required. Figure MET-1 gives a summary of the capabilities of different imaging and spectroscopic metrology techniques [39]. (See section “3D Nanometrology needs and Challenges”).
5.4.1. **LINE-EDGE ROUGHNESS/LINELength ROUGHNESS**

Line edge roughness (LER) and line width roughness (LWR) are important parts of lithography and etch process control. The Lithography Roadmap provides metrics for both LER and LWR. Stochastic variations that lead to roughness can have a wide range of device impacts, such as yield, reliability and performance. Until recently, LER and LWR were determined using a SEMI Standards definition [120], however this standard is being currently updated by the SEMI Standards Committee. The main addition with this new standard will be the difference between biased and unbiased roughness measurement. It is important to note that the precision requirements for LER and LWR are several years ahead of those required for CD as indicated below.

LER/LWR is evaluated by two methods: spectral analysis and measurement of LER/LWR amplitude/degree (generally, 3σ of residuals from average position or average CD). Although amplitude parameters (such as 3σ) are still the most useful index for practical in-line metrology, to fully describe roughness, the power spectrum should include a roll-off exponent and autocorrelation parameter [121-123]. In evaluating LER/LWR, length of the inspected edge, L, sampling interval of edge-detection, Δy, and noise removal are all important. Spectral analysis, for example, using the power spectral density (PSD), allows analysis of the roughness frequency components, which gives the user important information related to device performance. These frequency ranges can also be related to local CD uniformity and local edge placement errors (EPE) [124].

Another important factor in measurement of LWR/LER on imaging tools is edge detection noise. This noise has the effect of adding a positive bias to any roughness measurement. This is shown by the equation $LWR_{meas} = LWR_{actual} + \sigma^2$ where $LWR_{meas}$ is the measured value, $LWR_{actual}$ is the actual (unbiased) roughness of the target, and $\sigma^2$ is the noise term, defined as the reproducibility of locating an edge along one single sampling point. $LWR_{meas}$ is the biased roughness because it contains $\sigma^2$. The size of $\sigma^2$ is in the range of 0.5 nm - 2 nm, which means that this measurement artifact in some cases could mask the actual roughness to be measured depending on technology generation. A methodology has been demonstrated to remove this noise term, leading to an unbiased estimation of the roughness. Use of this is deemed very important to ensuring accuracy of roughness measurement in the future and should be a key ingredient in allowing for inter-comparison of data across the litho-metrology community. It should be noted that LWR metrology becomes more challenging when the resolution of the metrology tool becomes close to the LWR requirement. LER/LWR metrology would greatly benefit by improved imaging resolution by CD-SEMs and other instruments. Due to the process dependent origins of edge and pattern roughness, and the advent of EUVL and its associated stochastic effects, standards and evaluation methods for LWR and LER remain an area of active research [33, 123, 125-135].

5.4.2. **MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTY**

Critical dimension measurement capability does not meet uncertainty requirements that include measurement variation from individual tool reproducibility, tool-to-tool matching and sample-to-sample measurement bias variation.
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Reproducibility includes repeatability, variation from reloading the wafer, and long-term drift. In practice, reproducibility is determined by repeated measurements on the same sample and target over an extended period of time.

There is no single metrology method or technique that can deliver all needed information. Therefore, in order to be able to compare the results of various dimensional metrology tools and methods meaningfully, parameters beyond repeatability and precision need to be addressed. Each measurement application requires consideration of the need for relative accuracy (sensitivity to CD variation and insensitivity to secondary characteristic variation), absolute accuracy (traceability to absolute length scale), LER and sampling, and the destructive nature of the measurement.

Although the precision requirements for CD measurement in the roadmap have always included the effects of line shape and materials variation, repeated measurements on the same sample would never detect measurement uncertainty related to sample- to-sample bias variation. Therefore, with the current methodology the measurement uncertainty associated with variation of line shape, material, layout, or any other parameters will not be included in the precision. Typically, reference materials for CD process control are specially selected optimum or “golden” wafers from each process level. Thus, industry practice is to define measurement precision as reproducibility of the measurement for each process level. The measurement bias is not detected by this approach, as it misses the bias variation component of measurement uncertainty. In light of this, a metric, total measurement uncertainty (TMU) can be used. The TMU is determined using a technology representative set of samples that accounts for variations in measurement bias associated with each process level. This idea can be extended to use with a production fleet of tools through another metric fleet matching precision (FMP). These metrics assume accuracy for all tools, and that a fleet of tools behave as well as a single tool would be required. It should be noted that other metrics for accuracy and matching are also available.

It would be ideal to have all metrology tools properly characterized for measurement uncertainty including a breakout of the leading contributors to this uncertainty. It is recommended to use internationally accepted methods to state measurement uncertainty. This knowledge would help to make the most of all metrology tools, and it would prevent situations in which the measured results do not provide the required information. Finally, once the largest contributors to measurement errors are known, a faster development of better instruments could take place. It is now recommended to state the measurement uncertainty of various dimensional metrology tools according to internationally accepted methods and to identify (quantify) the leading contributors[136]. Another possibility is the combination of information from multiple metrology techniques into “hybrid metrology”, where separate, different dimensional metrology tools not only are calibrated together but can either communicate to each other to share extra information to improve each other’s uncertainties and rectify inter-variable correlations[137]. (See more information in the “Combined Metrology” section.)

Calibration of in-line CD metrology equipment requires careful implementation of the calibration measurement equipment referred to as reference metrology. For example, laboratory based TEM or CD-AFM[138, 139] must have precision that matches or exceeds in-line CD and have to be frequently calibrated. Reference materials used during manufacturing must be representative to the actual process level and structure and reflect the pertinent process variations to be evaluated by the tool under test. Reports of this approach already exist.

CD measurement has been extended to line shape control. Tilt beam CD-SEM, comparison of line scan intensity variation versus line scans from a golden wafer, scatterometry, CD-AFM, dual beam (electron and Gallium ion beam systems) and triple beam (electron, Gallium ion beam and Argon ion beam systems) have all been applied to line shape measurement. Sidewall angle has been proposed as the key process variable. Already, photoresist lines have shapes that are not well described by a single planar description of the sidewall. Line edge and line width roughness along a line, vertical line edge roughness, and rounded top shapes are important considerations in process control. As mentioned above, precision values change with each process level. This adds to the difficulty in determining etch bias (the difference in CD before and after etch). Electrical CD measurements provide a monitoring of gate and interconnect line width, but only after the point where reworking the wafers is no longer possible and does not allow a real-time correction of process parameter. Electric CD measurements are limited in their applicability to conducting samples.

Mask metrology is moving beyond the present optical technology. Binary and phase-shifting chromium on quartz optical photomasks have been successfully investigated with high-pressure/environmental SEM. Environmental SEM instrumentation equipped with high-resolution, high-signal, field emission technology in conjunction with large chamber and sample transfer capabilities are in use in the semiconductor industry for mask CD. The high-pressure SEM methodology employs a gaseous environment to help to compensate for the charge build-up that occurs under irradiation with the electron beam. Although potentially very desirable for the charge neutralization, this methodology has not been seriously employed in photomask or wafer metrology until now. This is a new application of this technology to this area, and it shows great promise in the inspection, imaging, and metrology of photomasks in a charge-free operational mode. This methodology also holds the potential of similar implications for wafer metrology. For accurate metrology, high-pressure SEM methodology also affords a path that minimizes, if not eliminates, the need for charge modeling.
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Lithography metrology consists not only of overlay and CD metrology, but also includes the process control and characterization of materials needed for lithography process, especially photoresists, phase shifters, and ARCs. As these lithography materials become more complex, the materials characterization associated with them also increases in difficulty. Additionally, most non-lithography materials used in the wafer fabrication process (gate oxides, metals, low-κ dielectrics, SOI substrates) enter the lithography process indirectly, since their optical properties affect the reflection of light at a given wavelength. Even a small variation in process conditions for a layer not normally considered critical to the lithography process (such as the thickness of the buried oxide in SOI wafers) can change the dimensions or shapes of the printed feature, if this process change affected the optical response of the layer.

As a minimum, the complex refractive index (refractive index n and extinction coefficient κ) of all layers needs to be known at the lithography wavelength. Literature data for such properties are usually not available or obsolete and not reliable (derived from obsolete reflectance measurements on materials of unknown quality followed by Kramers-Kronig transform). In ideal cases, n and κ can be measured in-line using spectroscopic ellipsometry at the exposure wavelength. Especially below 193 nm, such measurements are very difficult and usually performed outside of the fab by engineering personnel. EUV optical properties can only be determined using specialized light sources (such as a synchrotron or a EUV source for a EUV lithography tool). Therefore, materials composition is often used as a figure of merit, when direct measurement of the optical properties is not practical. But even two materials with the same composition can have different optical properties (take amorphous and crystalline Si as an example).

Additional complications in the determination of the optical properties of a material arise from surface roughness, interfacial layers, birefringence, or optical anisotropy (often seen in photoresists or other organic layers responding to stress), or depth-dependent composition. For some materials for a wafer fab, it is impossible to determine the optical properties of such material, since the inverse problem of fitting the optical constants from the ellipsometric angles is underdetermined. Therefore, physical materials characterization must accompany the determination of optical properties, since physical characteristics, materials properties, and optical constants are all inter-related.

Overlay measurements are challenged by phase shift masks (PSM) and OPC masks; and the use of different exposure tools and/or techniques for different process layers will compound the difficulty as varied EPE often result. Future overlay metrology requirements, along with problems caused by low contrast levels, will drive the development of new optical or SEM methods along with SPM[140]. The need for new target structures has been suggested as a means of overcoming the issues associated with phase shift mask, OPC alignment and edge placement errors not detectable with traditional targets. Overlay for on-chip interconnect will continue to be challenging. The use of chemical mechanical polishing for planarization degrades target structures. Thus, as requirements for tighter overlay control are introduced, the line edge of overlay targets in interconnect are roughened. The low-κ materials used as insulators will continue to make overlay more difficult especially as porous low κ move into manufacturing. Given that overlay error includes contributions from process and non-process induced sources, measurement errors, and material among others, solutions that incorporate a broader view of error sources and possible solutions are needed[141, 142]. The use of overlay measurement equipment for CD control was reported a while back. This method is based on the fact that the change in linewidth also affects the length of the photoresist lines that can then be measured (within limits) using the optical microscope of the overlay system. A special test structure with arrays of line and spaces of required.

Meeting the very tight overlay budget driven by advanced applications in DRAM and NVM, calls for a flexibility of overlay metrology setups, faster implementation of alternative measuring solutions, like high-voltage SEM and scatterometry techniques, and also means that overlay metrology will continue to be an active research[140, 143-159].

Table MET-3 contains the Lithography Metrology (Wafer) Technology Requirements. It is based on the 2020 Table LITH-1 (Lithography Chapter) and 2020 More Moore Table MM01 (More Moore Chapter) rather than the 2021 Table MM01. See 2021 IRDS Executive Summary for explanation. Lithography Technology Requirements and include specific metrology requirements such as uncertainties. Apart from heading information, items in white indicate that manufacturing solutions exist, and are being optimized. Yellow indicate that manufacturable solutions are known. A mix of yellow and red indicate that interim solutions are known, and red indicates that manufacturable solutions are not known. A move to a more extreme color in subsequent years without a change in requirement means that the underlying dimension has changed.

5.4.3. Explanation of Uncertainty in Table MET3

The preceding concepts are summarized by the following consideration for the precision of patterning metrology: the definition for precision critically depends on the application. Given the application and the metrology instrument, a sampling plan needs to be defined. The precision specification needs to be interpreted relative to application, instrument, and sampling plan. The application defines the accuracy, single tool precision, and matching requirements. In some applications, the relative accuracy and single tool precision are paramount. In some applications, tool matching and single tool precision are paramount. In some applications, a single measurement event is not sufficient to provide the needed
measurement; rather the average of multiple measurement events constitutes the critical measurement episode; in this case the precision should be interpreted as the uncertainty requirement of the average. The precision numbers in the tables are changed to uncertainty numbers. The relation to precision and uncertainty ($\sigma$) is given in formula (1).

$$\sigma^2 = \sigma_p^2 + \sigma_m^2 + \sigma_s^2 + \sigma_{\text{other}}^2 \quad (1)$$

Uncertainty ($\sigma$) contains the following components: $\sigma_p$ (Precision), $\sigma_m$ (Matching), $\sigma_s$ (Sample variation) and $\sigma_{\text{other}}$ (inaccuracy and other effects). We assume normal distributions where each factor is independent and only random variations occur [136].

### Table MET-3 Lithography Metrology (Wafer) Technology Requirements

### Figure MET2 Lithography Metrology Potential Solutions

#### 5.5. Front End Processes Metrology

The industry continues to find means of extending CMOS as a logic platform technology. FinFET transistors are already in high volume manufacturing and considerable research and development efforts are paid for by extending the life of FinFET and lateral gate-all-around (LGAA) nanowire/nanosheet transistors will be the succeeding transistor after FinFET in near future. It is expected that the following CMOS device configuration will be vertical GAA (VGAA) nanowire, however the device might be complimentary to LGAA and/or used as a selector of emerging memories. The following candidate is the 3D VLSI constructed by sequential integration. These are described in More Moore chapter in detail. Several processes are proposed to achieve 3D VLSI including wafer bonding process. From the standpoint of process control, metrologists should understand those future device architectures since new process control needs will be raised from device and process communities. One desirable request is “non-destructive” manner for the metrology and inspection.

Even in 3D VLSI era, mobility enhancement through local stress will remain a key means of increasing transistor performance. New channel materials will further enhance carrier (electron and hole) mobility. FinFET and planar transistors use high $\kappa$ and metal gate while increases in mobility will be achieved using different technology than that used for planar CMOS. The metrology community continues research and development to fill these measurement needs. It is important to note that characterization and metrology must be tailored to the specific process used to fabricate the transistor. In this section, the specific metrology needs for starting materials, surface preparation, thermal/thin films, doping technology, and front-end plasma etch technologies are covered. Process integration issues such as variability, the need to control leakage current, and the reduction in threshold voltage and gate delay and their tolerances will interact with the reality of process control ranges for gate dielectric thickness, doping profiles, junctions, and doses to drive metrology needs. Modeling studies of manufacturing tolerances continue to be a critical tool for transistor metrology strategy. Potential solutions for FEP are shown in Figure MET-3.

The impact of shrinking dimension on FEP metrology is already at the point where research devices and materials exhibit materials properties associated with nano-science. For example, the properties of nanowire like shapes such as LGAA and VGAA are quantum confined in two dimensions. Also, how to characterize parasitic capacitance and resistivity is a key challenge for FEP metrology. Methods to accurately measure contact resistance, and to characterize and understand their formation process with respect to new materials and processes are needed. Overall, a key challenge for FEP metrology in the next 15 years will be the integration of new materials (including 2D materials) to a wide variety of processes. Nondestructive and fast in-line metrology solutions with the required sensitivity are needed.

### Figure MET3 FEP Metrology Potential Solutions
5.5.1. **Starting Materials**

Many of the metrology challenges related to starting materials involve the emerging class of layered materials such as SOI and strained silicon on SOI. The trend toward thinner layers, along with multiple layer interfaces, poses a challenge to most material metrology techniques.

Areas of concern include the following:

- Bulk Ni and Cu measurement on p+, silicon on insulator (SOI), strained silicon (SSi), and strained silicon on insulator (SSOI) wafers
- Measurement of 10^18–10^19 cm^-3 Fe (and other bulk metals) in the top Si of thin SOI wafers
- Thickness and uniformity of very thin SOI layers (<20 nm)
- Defectivity of thin layers (e.g., threading dislocations, “HF defects”)
- Particle detection (<100 nm) on layered surfaces

**Silicon-On-Insulator (SOI)** is entering the mainstream of IC device applications, and this is expected to grow further along the Roadmap. Recent device work has motivated a prediction of an increase in SOI thickness at 22 nm ½ pitch from 7 nm of Si to ~ 10 nm. This is predicted to follow another decrease in thickness for several ½ pitch nodes. This prediction may not follow the FEP roadmap SOI timing. One unmet challenge is the measurement of SOI uniformity inside die-sized areas. Across-wafer uniformity must also be characterized. An expectation has been that the materials specifications for polished silicon substrates would be transferred to SOI specifications. However, the underlying insulator structure in SOI negatively affects many of the metrology capabilities used for polished silicon substrates. Thus, there is some difficulty to measure and control SOI material properties at the level desired. The metrology community has addressed this, but some issues remain. For more details on these metrology challenges see the FEP chapter on Starting Materials.

5.5.2. **Surface Preparation**

**In situ** sensors for particles, chemical composition, and possibly for trace metallics are being introduced to some wet chemical cleaning tools. Particle detection is covered in the *Yield Enhancement chapter*. Some aspects of particle/defect and metallic/organic contamination analyses are covered in the Materials Characterization Section of the *Metrology* chapter.

5.5.3. **Thermal/Thin Films**

Next generation high κ / metal gate technology will likely use nano-crystalline Hf based oxides. As these alternative oxides continue to advance, new metrology challenges are emerging. The high κ gate stack contains several significant challenges that require further research and development. The Metrology roadmap previously discussed the challenges associated with measurement of nitrogen concentration in high-κ dielectrics. Nano-crystalline film crystal structure has been characterized for phase and texture for a variety of new processes currently in research. The composition of work function adjusting films must also be characterized. The films used to adjust the gate work function are very thin and nanoscale roughness may be of the same dimensions as film thickness making it impossible to use some traditional measurement methods. Materials characterization of annealed gate stacks challenges all methods including ultra-high resolution TEM. In addition, new DRAM structures that use mixed high-κ dielectrics, and even ultra-thin layers of stacked high-κ dielectrics, will challenge metrology development.

Metrology research and development is required for advancement of new channel materials including germanium and III-Vs. Measurement needs are driven by the challenges associated with producing defect free crystal structures due to lattice mismatch with the silicon substrate. X-Ray diffraction reciprocal space maps have observed pitch walking and stress relaxation of thin having top layers of silicon germanium alloy. The same method can apply to III-V fin structures. Measurement needs include observation and quantification of defect states in the band gap and dislocation densities. Many measurements require blanket films. At this time, correlation of measurements of blanket films with channel layers in transistors will require use of cross-sections which may not be representative of the total transistor structure.

5.5.4. **Strained Si Processes**

Carrier mobility enhancement through process or structure induced local stress is a critical means of improving drive current and thus transistor performance. Typically, NMOS transistors are given tensile stress by applying Si:N stress liner film over the gate electrode. One of several different processes is used for PMOS transistors. In the replacement source-drain process, PMOS transistor channels are given compressive stress by the replacement of the silicon in the source and drain with selectively grown SiGe. The second means is through a compressive Si,N stress liner. Shallow trench isolation (STI) is another source of compressive stress in the channel. Here, the pattern layout of active area, gate electrode, and contact hole
must be carefully designed and the processes should be tightly controlled. A combination of techniques and selection of Si crystal orientation in the channel have also been proposed. New processes in the development phase require stress characterization and metrology. These include a Si:C (heavily carbon-doped silicon) replacement source-drain process which is under consideration for NMOS. Si:C would induce tensile stress in the NMOS channel region. As changing the materials of gate electrodes and by introducing so-called Gate Last process, sources of stress has been increasing. Thus, necessity of local stress metrology technique is highlighted. It is known that TSV is another source of stress. To eliminate negative effect on transistors near TSVs, a metric of keep out zone (KOZ) is introduced. Another explanation of stress measurement is shown in the sub-chapter of 3D interconnect metrology.

To accelerate design of the pattern layout and process conditions, a non-destructive direct measurement of the stress in the nano-sized area is desired. The importance of Finite Element Simulations of stress and resulting electrical properties has already been shown to be a key aspect of process development and metrology. Accurate stress metrology can help calibrate these simulations. As new processes are introduced with new technology generations, the challenge renews itself. It is expected that test pad would be used for in-line stress/strain measurement and its size is estimated at around 50 μm × 50 μm. This test pad size should be reduced as same as another metrology test pad such for film thickness measurement or OCD measurement.

Review of Stress Measurement Methods is shown in Figure MET-4. The information in Figure MET-4 is a revised version of data that was first published in 2011[160], and holds up well today (early 2021). This review shows a clear contrast in spatial localization capability between off-line methods such as nanobeam diffraction (NBD) and potential in-line methods from the stand points of off-line destructive metrology and in-line non-destructive metrology. In the case of Raman spectroscopy[36, 161], area of measurement depends not only on microscopic spatial resolution but also wavelength of illumination light. This is due to the penetration depth of the light. (For further discussion, please see the “Materials Characterization for Strain-Based Devices” and “3D Nanoscale Characterization of Single Devices” sections.) Tip Enhanced Raman Scattering, or Spectroscopy (TERS) is one of the techniques to improve spatial resolution and sensitivity, a combination of surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) with SPM probe. A review of transistor strain measurement techniques and applications is presented by Kuhn et al. [162]

![Table of Stress Measurement Methods](image_url)

**5.5.5. DOPING TECHNOLOGY**

Improved in-line process measurements to control active dopant implants is required beyond 10 nm logic node. Presently, 4-point probe measurement is used for high-dose implant and photomodulated optical reflectance (PMOR) is used for low-dose implant process control. PMOR has been shown capable of measuring active dopant profiles. Advances in PMOR are needed to extend it to thin SOI. A new technique that provides direct in situ measurement of dose, dopant profile, and dose
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uniformity would allow real-time control. New methods for control of boron (B), phosphorus (P), and arsenic (As) implants are also needed, and several in-line systems based on X-ray/electron interactions optimized for B, P, and As dose measurement have recently been introduced. Offline secondary ion mass spectrometry has been shown to provide the needed precision for current technology generations including ultra-shallow junctions. The range of applicability and capability of non-destructive measurement methods such as carrier illumination (an optical technology) are under evaluation. Two- and preferably three-dimensional profiling of active dopant concentrations is essential for achieving future technology generations. Activated dopant profiles and related technology computer-aided design (TCAD) modeling and defect profiles are necessary for developing new doping technology. Nanoscale scanning spreading resistance (SSRM) measurements done in high vacuum have proven capable of achieving the necessary spatial resolution for dopant concentration gradients. Recent results indicate that HV-SSRM is capable of measuring between 1 and 1.5 nm/decade in carrier concentration with a precision of between 3 to 5%.

The measurement of dopant profiles in 2D/3D structures, such as FinFETs, remains a challenge that needs dedicated techniques for the extraction of electrical properties in confined volumes [163, 164]. Indirect methods such as Fin resistivity in test structures may detect process changes, but the direct determination of the dopant profile and its conformality is difficult.

Most techniques for 2D carrier distribution measurement technology can be broadly divided into SPM and TEM based techniques. In addition, 3D Atom Probe, which provides information on atomic species and spatial positions, is a promising candidate for 2D carrier distribution measurement. A comparison of SPM[10, 165, 166], TEM and 3D Atom Probe techniques[167, 168] is shown in MET-5[169]. Although the techniques in MET-5 all measure carrier density, the measurement physics are different. Scanning spreading resistance microscopy (SSRM)[170] measures resistance; scanning nonlinear dielectric microscope (SNDM)[171] and scanning capacitance microscopy measure capacitance related parameters; and scanning microwave microscope (SMM) is based on the microwave frequency material interaction. For TEM and STEM related techniques, energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) observes characteristic X-rays; electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS)[172] observes energy loss of transmitted electrons; holographic and differential phase contrast (DPC) observe electric potentials.

As shown by the information in Figure MET-5, there are advantages and disadvantages for each method or family of methods. Broadly speaking, TEM/STEM and 3DAP methods have the highest resolution, while SPM based methods have the most sensitivity across B, P, and As. As in hybrid metrology (discussed later), some of the weaknesses of each method could be addressed by combining multiple techniques where possible [163, 168].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PN</th>
<th>Quantitative</th>
<th>Sensitivity</th>
<th>Spatial Resolution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SPM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSRM</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>1E14 to 1E21</td>
<td>1E13 to 1E20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNDM</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>1E13 to 1E20</td>
<td>1E13 to 1E20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCM</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>1E14 to 1E20</td>
<td>1E14 to 1E20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDX</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Over 5E20</td>
<td>1E19 to 1E21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EELS</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>1E19 to 1E21</td>
<td>1E19 to 1E21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3DAP</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>1E10 to 1E21</td>
<td>1E19 to 1E21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.2 nm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure MET5 Carrier Density Profile Metrology²

5.6. 3D INTERCONNECT METROLOGY

3D Interconnect process technology is covered in the Assembly and Packaging, Interconnect, and in the Emerging Research Materials metrology sections. The main challenges for 3D metrology involve making measurements in a high aspect ratio TSVs, and the opaque nature of materials (silicon, copper) that limit optical microscopy techniques. Characterizing the reliability of these 3D interconnects, primarily due to stress thermal evolution, is a major concern. These challenges are characterized by two different tool sets; in-line metrology and off-line metrology using destructive analysis.
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Development of manufacturable 3D processes is also dependent upon a broad range of existing semiconductor metrologies including but not limited to; thin film metrology, packaging metrologies and electrical test. These metrologies are not addressed in this section of the roadmap. See Dias and Goyal[173], De Wolf[174], Yun et al.[175] for reviews of 3D Interconnect measurement methods, processes and materials. A key challenge of 3D interconnect metrology is that any given technique would need to capture relatively small variations with a larger field of view. Hence, methods that strike a good balance range and resolution (or sensitivity) or find ways to extend the range of the instrument without losing resolution or can be combined with other methods are desired. Table MET-4 shows the interconnect TSV metrology roadmap for the period 2020 to 2025. The timeline for Table MET 4 is shorter than those in other tables due to rapid technology changes and increased product differentiation among manufacturers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table MET-4</th>
<th>3D Interconnect TSV Metrology Technology Needs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GLOBAL LEVEL, W2W, D2W, or D2D 3D stacking</td>
<td>2020–2025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum TSV diameter</td>
<td>1 µm to 10 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum TSV pitch</td>
<td>2 µm to 40 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum TSV depth</td>
<td>≤100 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum TSV aspect ratio</td>
<td>10:1 to 20:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum contact pitch</td>
<td>10 µm to 50 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of tiers</td>
<td>4–8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERMEDIATE LEVEL, W2W 3D stacking</td>
<td>2020–2025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum TSV diameter</td>
<td>0.3 µm - 5 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum TSV pitch</td>
<td>1 µm–10 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum TSV depth</td>
<td>3 µm–15 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum TSV aspect ratio</td>
<td>5:1 to 10:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum contact pitch</td>
<td>0.5 µm to 5 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of tiers</td>
<td>8–16 (DRAM)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: D2D—die to die; W2W—wafer to wafer; D2W—die to wafer;

5.6.1. Bonding Overlay

Validation of the performance of process equipment for bonding wafers for 3D interconnects will require the use of infrared (IR) microscopy to measure alignment fiducials at the interface of the bonded wafer pairs (BWP), comparing overlay error to overlay tolerance, then determining if overlay accuracy is sufficient for electrically yielding interconnects. Silicon is transparent to IR radiation, which can penetrate through full thickness (775 microns thick for 300 mm diameter wafers) silicon wafers, enabling the measurement of overlay.

Currently, there are many IR microscope tools capable of supporting in-line overlay metrology requirements for bonded wafer pairs in high volume manufacturing (HVM). They use either broadband IR (typically from a halogen lamp), or a specific IR laser generated wavelength (typically 1310 nm). An IR metrology tool for this purpose and has demonstrated repeatability of overlay measurements on bonded wafer pairs with 1 sigma repeatability of less than 0.1 µm. The spatial resolution of this system based upon the Rayleigh criterion is ~ 0.5 µm. In the case where the carrier substrate is transparent to visible light, the use of metrology equipment with a Top and Bottom microscope configuration can also be an alternative solution. This configuration can also demonstrate repeatability 1 sigma of less than 0.1microns.
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Using in-line overlay metrology is necessary to identify poorly aligned wafer pairs that are unlikely to provide electrically yielding interconnects. As a result, those costs and time associated with subsequent wafer processing are avoided, and the feed-back loop for bonding process control is closed.

Overlay performance is an inherently 2D parameter. Circular via features are bonded to circular bond pads, in patterns that span the full size of the wafer pair. Most statements of overlay performance focus on performance in a single axis. Definitions of overlay that are consistent with the multi-dimensional nature of the actual requirement and test methods that account for overlay performance throughout the entire wafer area should be defined.

5.6.2. Bonded Interface Void Detection

Good bonding at the interface of a bonded wafer pair is critical to ensure that the wafer pair does not separate during subsequent operations like wafer thinning and wafer bevel edge trim. Scanning acoustic microscopy (SAM)[175] has proven useful to detect and characterize bond voids at the interface of a BWP. Using transducers (typically 110 MHz) to create ultrasound, and a couplant liquid to transmit ultrasound to the BWP surface (typically DI water), SAM can survey the interface of a bonded wafer pair and detect voids as reflections of ultrasonic energy. SAM resolution is improved by using higher frequency ultrasound and thinning wafers to decrease ultrasound attenuation, but thinning wafers to achieve improved SAM resolution is not a manufacturable solution for metrology in HVM. The throughput of this method must also be improved for volume production.

Currently, there are a number of SAM tools capable of supporting in-line void metrology requirements for bonded wafer pairs in high volume manufacturing. Dry-in, dry-out SAM systems that use a Nitrogen stream to remove couplant liquid from the external surfaces of a bonded wafer pair are available. There is some concern for added defectivity because of the couplant liquid used (particles, metallics), but subsequent thinning operations and the cleaning steps that follow are expected to be sufficient for reducing SAM-induced defects. Another concern is lack of hermeticity at the interface of the bonded wafer pair that can allow couplant liquid incursion into the interface via capillary action. The use of a liquid spray instead of complete immersion could be an attractive alternative.

Using in-line void metrology is necessary to identify wafer pairs that have the potential to separate during subsequent wafer thinning and edge bevel trimming operations. SAM resolution for BWP voids approaches 60 microns (using a 110 MHz transducer).

5.6.3. Bonded Interface Defect Identification

Currently, there are no metrology tools capable of supporting in-line bonded wafer pair defect identification with defect mapping in a Cartesian coordinate system for subsequent defect review. Although there is no BWP defect identification requirement specified in the roadmap, it is recommended that it be included in the future revision.

5.6.4. Bonded Interface Defect Review

Bonding wafers for 3D interconnects will require the use of IR microscopy to locate and review defects at the interface of a bonded wafer pair. These defects are present on individual wafers prior to bonding (particles, chemical-mechanical planarization (CMP) damage) or generated during the bonding process (voids, adhesive anomalies, dendritic structures). BWP defect review tools will need to be able to merge individual wafer defect maps into a combined BWP map, and will require the ability to add any new defects randomly observed during defect review.

Currently, there are defect review tools using an IR microscope capable of supporting defect review requirements for bonded wafer pairs in high volume manufacturing. An IR microscope is not useful as a defect identification tool as outlined in section 2.3. The field of view of the microscope is relatively small, and 100% inspection of the entire wafer is not feasible. However, defects can be manually identified at the interface of the BWP and added to its defect map. Although there is no BWP defect review requirement specified in roadmap, it is recommended that it be included in the future revision.

5.6.5. Edge Bevel Defects

Edge bevel inspection is required to identify defects in a bonded wafer pair that can lead to subsequent wafer breakage. Edge bevel defects can be problematic at bonding. Edge bevel chips can initiate cleave lines for silicon wafer breakage when the forces associated with bonding or thinning wafer pairs are applied. The control of the notch alignment of bonded wafer pairs with an accuracy of less than 50 microns is also needed. Wafer edge bevel trim operations that precede bonded wafer pair thinning can be another source of edge bevel defects.

Currently, there are a number of edge bevel inspection tools capable of supporting in-line metrology requirements for bonded wafer pairs in high volume manufacturing. Although there is no edge bevel defect requirement specified in the roadmap, it is recommended that it be included in the future revision.
5.6.6. **Bond Strength Uniformity**

Currently, there are no in-line tools to assess bonded wafer pair strength uniformity. Micro-chevron testing for BWP strengthens uniformity uses a wafer with an etched pattern (micro-chevron), bonded to a blanket film wafer that is subsequently divided into individual dies and tested for adhesion strength using a pull-tester. Mapping bonding strength results for multiple die on a BWP allows calculations for within-wafer pair non-uniformity, and indicates adjustments to the wafer bonding hardware are required when strength uniformity results drift outside of established control limits. Micro-chevron testing is more sensitive and repeatable than other bond strength tests like 4-point bend.

Although there is no BWP strength uniformity requirement specified in the roadmap, it is recommended that it be included in the roadmap by specifying micro-chevron testing as described in SEMI standard MS-5[176].

5.6.7. **Bonded Wafer Pair Thickness**

Total thickness and intra-wafer total thickness variation (TTV) of the BWP is crucial for the bonding and grinding operation. Currently, there are a number of metrology tools capable to support in-line measurement. Traditional capacity method technique has limitation in the case of non-conductive substrate. The white light or IR chromatic as well as interferometry technique can provide very good alternative for total thickness measurement when implemented in a top and bottom dual mode configuration.

The measurement of individual layers consisted of the BWP will generally require the use an IR light source to pass through the Silicon layers. The drawback of the IR interferometer technique is lack of resolution for thin layers. With improvement in detection treatment algorithm, thin layers such as the adhesive layer itself could be measured.

5.6.8. **TSV Etch Depth**

Through-silicon vias (TSVs) are etched at a very high aspect ratio of via diameter to etch depth, approaching 10:1–20:1. These HAR features challenge and limit the use of optical metrology techniques for measuring smaller diameter TSVs.

Currently, there are a number of TSV etch depth metrology tools capable of supporting in-line metrology requirements in high volume manufacturing. Depending on the principle of the techniques involved and its spot size, the measurement can be done on individual TSV, on an average number of TSVs or will require a specific periodic array of TSVs.

White light interferometry and backside infrared interferometry can be used for measuring etch depth of individual TSVs for 5 micron and larger diameter TSVs with less than 10:1 aspect ratio. For white light interferometer and smaller diameter, improvement in sensor configuration is needed to get paralleled collimated light to able to be reflected down to the bottom TSV. Backside infrared interferometry has been demonstrated as capable for TSV etch depth metrology for sub-micron features, and is not limited by aspect ratio.

The model-based infrared reflectometry on an array of TSVs could be another alternative for depth measurement of diameter below 5 micrometers on the condition the density of via is high enough to get diffracted signal. This technique is not a direct technique and will require cross-section analysis for calibration.

5.6.9. **TSV Etch Profile**

Currently there are no in-line TSV etch profile metrology tools suitable for use in high-volume manufacturing. Through-focus scanning optical microscopy (TSOM) method shows potential for this application[177-180]. TSOM is a method that collects and uses the entire through-focus optical intensity information in 3D space using a conventional optical microscope[181]. The 3D shape of a target can be inferred by analyzing the additional information (e.g., intensity variations with focus) present in the 3D optical data using TSOM images. TSOM has demonstrated good sidewall angle sensitivity [182], and could be used as high-throughput[180], low-cost, and nondestructive 3D shape metrology method suitable for HVM. Both isolated and dense TSV/HAR targets could be measured using the TSOM method. Target sizes (depths/heights) ranging from sub-10 nanometer to over 100 µm can be analyzed, making it suitable for TSVs and other HAR targets. Improved sidewall sensitivity can be expected using IR wavelengths that can penetrate much deeper into Si. (See the section on Hybrid Metrology for addition information).

In applications such as TSV etch profile, TSOM compliments the other tools by enabling measurements over a larger measurement range. TSOM potentially reduces or eliminates optical cross correlations improving measurement uncertainty. TSOM can be deployed in-line in the increasingly complex manufacturing process making it suitable for computational process control (CPC)[177]. More broadly speaking, instruments for TSV etch profile should be able to capture variation over the full range of the etch profile.
5.6.10. TSV LINER, BARRIER, SEED THICKNESS

Deposition of liner, barrier and seed films is challenged by the high aspect ratio of the TSV and directional film deposition processes. Continuous, pin-hole free films in the TSV are required to electrically isolate, prevent copper migration and encourage good copper fill in the subsequent copper plating process.

Currently there are no in-line tools suitable for TSV liner, barrier and seed thickness metrology for use in high volume manufacturing. Cross-section SEM and TEM analysis can be utilized for process development, but are destructive techniques. Electrical test structures can be utilized for measuring leakage and electro-migration, but the information they provide is obtained after many subsequent operations following liner, barrier and seed deposition.

Although there are no TSV liner, barrier and seed thickness metrology requirements specified in the roadmap, it is recommended that they be included in the future revision.

5.6.11. TSV VOIDS

Micro-voiding in the TSV or in the interconnect bond region could lead to electrical or reliability failures. Using standard cross-sectioning or FIB/SEM techniques it is possible to destructively evaluate the condition of a selected bonded vias. Non-destructive methods to identify these defects would provide significant benefits for both process development and failure analysis.

TSV void metrology is challenged by the opaque nature of copper; optical metrology techniques for void detection are not available. Acoustic wave techniques are also investigated through the change in total volume of the copper lines. The capability to scan the whole TSV depth as well as the sensitivity to micro-void has to be demonstrated. Copper plating is challenged by the high aspect ratio of the TSV; any tendency towards conformal plating must be carefully controlled by plating bath additives to ensure bottom-up filling.

X-ray and X-ray tomography[175] techniques have proven useful in revealing voids within copper-filled TSVs, but are slow and require destructive sample preparation. X-ray tools cannot be considered as in-line TSV void metrology for high-volume manufacturing, but are useful for feedback on TSV plating process development, especially when coupled with rapid data analyses[183].

5.6.12. SHAPE AND STRESS

The shape of the BWP is usually controlled through bow and warp measurements over the process flow. This is critical for process monitoring but also for all aspects related to handling of thin wafers in a manufacturing context. Currently there are many metrology tools capable to support these in-line measurements. Various techniques such as laser deflection, capacity, chromatic and interferometer techniques, coherent gradient sensing (CGS) can give the shape of the BWP. As it stands, the results strongly depend on the way the wafer is hold and at some point, can be impacted by gravity effect. Coherence between metrology semiconductors suppliers need to be improved through SEMI standard recommendation. This will allow comparable results between techniques.

The introduction of large scale TSV in CMOS environment is also raising the question of stress induced by the TSV themselves. Raman spectroscopy[174] can measure stress distribution in the silicon around the TSVs using small spot but the technique needs to move to longer wavelength to get information from deep silicon. Off-line analysis such as synchrotron XRD and Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) techniques are also implemented alternatives to get the strain measurement.

5.6.13. 3D METROLOGY FOR COPPERS NAILS AND PILLARS

For future 3D interconnect technologies, such as stacking circuit blocks and 3D IC, there is a need to control the height, diameter and coplanarity of the copper pillars that will connect the top and bottom of the stacked dices. This request pretty much equivalent to bumps measurements in backend manufacturing plants becomes now also critical at the wafer level for IC manufacturing.

There are a number of metrology tools capable to measure those parameters at a production scale. Techniques such as laser triangulation or confocal interferometry are very well adapted. Nevertheless, there is clearly a lack of reference standard available to address deficiencies for 3D metrology.

5.7. INTERCONNECT METROLOGY

New processes, novel structures and aggressive dimensional scaling continue to drive metrology research and development for interconnect technology. Increasingly porous low k dielectric materials are moving into manufacturing, and 3D Interconnect is being used in a great variety of implementations. Air gap structures are being adopted in flash due to resistance-capacitance (RC) constraints. All areas of metrology including materials characterization, in-line measurements, and
advanced equipment and process control are used for interconnect research, development, and manufacturing. As copper/low κ interconnects continue to scale by reducing dimensions and increasing porosity, the metrology challenges become more difficult. In particular, barrier conformality of 2 nm films, the presence of 3 nm sized voids in copper lines, the size and crystallographic orientation of nm sized copper grains, the size and connectivity of nm sized pores in dielectrics and the characterization of etch residue, etch damage and barrier penetration into porous low κ films all become more challenging. As dimensions approach the 5 nm scale, interfacial effects can drive very large perturbations in dielectric constant, grain boundary scattering, thermal conductivity and barrier effectiveness. The need to integrate multi-layer stacks of low κ dielectrics with ever decreasing mechanical and chemical stability requires techniques which can characterize the stress and chemical states of these amorphous materials. Air gaps bring their own unique set of metrology challenges with respect to measuring the air gap itself and the process sequence to fabricate the air gap.

In addition to scaled copper/low κ interconnects, new and alternative interconnect solutions such as optical, carbon and spin-based interconnects have their own metrology challenges. While the characterization of the optical properties of blanket dielectric films is routine to the semiconductor industry, the determination of optical loss due to sidewall roughness and measurements of the electro-optic effect of optical modulator materials is far from routine and usually requires complex, integrated test structures. While process has been made on determining the chirality of carbon nanotubes, there are challenges to determining the bandgaps of narrow graphene ribbons and scattering lengths for spin polarized transport in more speculative interconnect options.

Development of interconnect tools, processes, and pilot line fabrication all require detailed characterization of patterned and un-patterned films. Currently, many of the in-line measurements for interconnect structures are made on simplified structures or monitor wafers and are often destructive. Small feature sizes including ultra-thin barrier layers will continue to stretch current capabilities. Interconnect metrology development will continue to be challenged by the need to provide physical measurements that correlate to electrical performance, yield, and reliability. More efficient and cost-effective manufacturing metrology requires measurement on patterned wafers. Cost and efficiency improvements require fast in-line identification and minimal intervention on good wafers; as well as quickly identifying bad wafers for further analysis.

Interconnect needs for metrology, include continuing evolutionary advances in existing metrology techniques, as well as the increasing need for novel metrology approaches for more radical interconnect structures. The following sections will describe some of the needs and status of existing metrology techniques for copper and low-κ Interconnects. The preceding section focused on the needed advances for future directions in 3D interconnect. Some potential solutions for interconnect are shown in Figure MET-6.

5.7.1. **Cu – Low κ Metallization Issues and Metrology Needs**

5.7.1.1. **Cu Metallization Issues**

Copper (Cu) metallization has been used in high volume manufacturing for over six generations. With each shrink, the challenges of filling trenches and vias must be faced again. Among the most important of these are characterizing barrier conformality, detecting nm sized voids, determining the size and orientation of Cu grains and the need for precise control of electrochemical deposition baths. Voids in metal lines and vias that occur during processing have been identified as significant yield loss initiators. Voiding problems can show up after deposition/CMP/anneal, or from agglomeration of micro-voids due to electro or stress migration. Another significant problem relating to voids is a need to be able to identify relatively small, isolated voids in large fields of patterned Cu conductors. These isolated voids often do not show up as yield loss, but can be an incipient cause of later reliability failures. These voids may be on the surface of the conductors, but are often buried within the conductor pattern or in vias. Techniques such as incoherent bright-field STEM tomography has been applied to void detection[184] but additional refinements are needed. Additional issues with Cu metallization arise from the use of thin barriers to isolate the Cu from underlying dielectrics. These thin barriers raise significant needs for measurement capabilities of ultra-thin layers, interface properties, and defects and materials structure on sidewalls in very narrow channels. These needs require the ability to not only establish physical properties and structure of these layers with thicknesses <2 nm but also identify and characterize defects in the films. An additional problem area is the characterization of the interfaces between the Cu electroplated layer, the Cu seed, the barrier layer and the dielectric. As the Cu conductors become smaller, both grain boundary and sidewall interface scattering will cause significant increases in resistivity of very narrow lines. SiCOH and pSiCOH have been successfully integrated in VLSI devices since 90 nm technology node. Metrology is needed to understand the SiCOH metastable intermediates which can shed light on the ultimate stability and scalability of these materials[185, 186].

5.7.1.2. **Cu Metallization Metrology**

Copper electroplating systems need quantitative determination of the additives, byproducts, and inorganic contents in the bath to maintain the desired properties in the electroplated copper film. Process monitoring requires in situ measurements of additives, byproducts, and inorganic content that result from bath aging. Cyclic voltammetric stripping (CVS) is widely...
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used to measure the combined effect of the additives and byproducts on the plating quality. Liquid Chromatography can be used to quantitatively measure individual components or compounds that are electrochemically inactive and volumetric analysis using titration methods can be used for the monitoring of inorganics.

Barrier layer metrology needs include measurement of thickness, spatial uniformity, defects, and adhesion. In-line measurement for 3D structures continues to be a major gap. Measurement of materials on sidewall of low κ trenches is made even more difficult by the roughness along the sidewall. There is some concern about the application of statistical process control to very thin barrier layers. Barrier layers for future technology will be <2 nm thick. Presently, a number of measurement methods are capable of measuring a barrier layer under seed copper when the films are horizontal. These methods include acoustic methods, X-ray reflectivity, and X-ray fluorescence. Some of these methods can be used on patterned wafers. For measuring both vertical and horizontal line/ barrier/ seed layers on patterned wafers, mass metrology is used to provide an in-line measurement for the stability of the process. Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS) measurements have also been applied to the characterization of the properties of self-forming barriers in integrated structures. In-line measurement of crystallographic phase and crystallographic texture (grain orientation) of copper/barrier films is now possible using X-ray diffraction and electron back-scatter diffraction-based methods. This technology is under evaluation for process monitoring, and the connection to electrical properties and process yield is being investigated.

Detection of voids in copper lines is most useful after the CMP and anneal processes. A metric for copper void content has been proposed in the Interconnect roadmap and in-line metrology for copper voids is the subject of much development. However, these efforts are focusing on the detection of voids only and not on the statistical sampling needed for process control. Many of the methods are based on detection of changes in the total volume of the copper lines. The typical across-chip variation in the thickness of copper lines will mask the amount of voiding that these methods can observe. Interconnect structures, which involve many layers of widely varying thickness made from a variety of material types, pose the most severe challenge to rapid, and spatially resolved multi-layer thickness measurements.

Some measurements remain elusive. For example, measurement of barrier and seed copper film thickness on sidewalls is still difficult. However, mass change measurement is extremely sensitive to sidewall thickness variations.

Recently crystallographic texture measurements on sidewalls have been reported. Adhesion strength measurements are still done using destructive methods. End point detection for etch must be developed for new etch stop materials for porous low κ. Other areas of metrological concern with the new materials and architectures include in-film moisture content, film stoichiometry, mechanical strength/rigidity, local stress (versus wafer stress), and line resistivity (versus bulk resistivity). In addition, calibration techniques and standards need to be developed in parallel with metrology. See Weiss et al.[187] and Zhou and Li [188] for reviews of Interconnect characterization methods and properties of Interconnect materials.

5.7.2. Low k Dielectrics Issues and Metrology Needs

5.7.2.1. Low k Dielectrics Issues

The move from SiO₂ to porous low k dielectrics in interconnect structures has proven to be a more difficult challenge to the semiconductor industry than the move from Al metallization to Cu. A significant part of the difficulties has come from the fact that low k materials available thus far have significantly different physical and mechanical properties than the prior SiO₂. Among the primary differences are more complex deposition chemistries, significantly different mechanical properties, and the presence of pores in the material. The lower mechanical strength has resulted in a new set of issues stemming from problems resulting from materials and processes used in back end manufacturing showing up as problems at assembly and packaging. A significant part of the problem is that there is no convenient and competent metrology tools and methodology to qualify materials at the back-end process stage for assembly and packaging viability. A second major issue has been identified with characterization of porous materials. At the present time there are no metrology techniques and methodologies to identify anomalously large or significantly connected pores (so called “killer pores”) in otherwise smaller pored materials. There are also no available metrology techniques to characterize the materials on the sidewalls of low k patterns for physical properties, chemical structure, and electrical performance. This capability needs to be able to identify and quantify very thin layers on these sidewalls related to physical layers and damage due to processes such as pore sealing and plasma etch damage. These features need to be quantifiable both on continuous sidewall surfaces and into pores on porous materials. Pore sealing processes generate metrology challenges as only a very thin layer (2 nm or less) has to be deposited on top and/or along the low-k film. Most of these pore sealing processes also generate some damage in the low-k film which should also be analyzed. In order to characterize accurately both pore sealing and possible damage, extremely precise measurement techniques are needed.

The issues noted above, along with the standard measurements associated with dielectrics; need to be addressed for not only today’s dielectrics, but also for those that will be used in the few nanometer generations of the not too distant future.
5.7.2.2. Low κ Metrology

In-line metrology for non-porous low κ processes is accomplished using measurements of film thickness and post CMP planarity. In situ sensors are widely used to control CMP. Metrology continues to be a critical part of research and development of porous low κ materials. The need for transition of some of the measurements used during process development into volume manufacturing is a topic of debate. Examples include pore size distribution measurement. Pore size distribution has been characterized off-line by small angle neutron scattering, positron annihilation, a combination of gas absorption and ellipsometry (ellipsometric porosimetry), and SAXS[189, 190]. SAXS and ellipsometric porosimetry can be used next to (at-line) a manufacturing line. The need for moving these methods into the fab is under evaluation. Detection of large, “killer,” pores in patterned low κ has been highlighted as a critical need for manufacturing metrology by the Interconnect Roadmap.

High-frequency measurement of low κ materials and test structures has been developed up to 40 GHz to determine both frequency dependent dielectric constants and loses. This meets the needs for clock rates of up to about 5 GHz. In general, low-κ materials seem to have nearly constant dielectric functions over the frequency range of interest (from 1 GHz to 10 GHz).

Thinning of porous low κ during chemical mechanical polishing technology must be controlled, and available flatness metrology further developed for patterned porous low-κ wafers. Stylus profilers and scanned probe (atomic force) microscopes can provide local and global flatness information, but the throughput of these methods must be improved. Standards organizations have developed (and continue to develop) flatness tests that provide the information required for statistical process control that is useful for lithographic processing. Pore Stuffing and subsequent unstuffing of low-κ films is a promising technique in order to minimize damage induced in the low-κ by processes such as plasma etching and pore sealing. An important issue is the fact that after unstuffing, the low-κ film should be as comparable as possible to the pristine/original low-κ film, for example, no stuffing residues should remain inside the film. Even minute remainders will affect the performance of the film significantly. Characterization of these remainders will continue to be a challenge for metrology.

Interconnect specific CD measurement procedures must be further developed for control of etch processes. Key gaps include the ability to validate post etch clean effectiveness, sidewall damage layer and properties. Angle resolved photoelectron spectroscopy has shown some success at characterizing nm thick residue and chemical modifications on sidewalls. Rapid 3D imaging of trench and contact/via structures must provide profile shape including sidewall angle and bottom CD. This is beyond the capabilities of current in-line CD-SEMs. Etch bias determination is difficult due to the lack of adequate precision for resist CD measurements. One potential solution is scatterometry, which provides information that is averaged over many lines with good precision for M1 levels, but this precision may degrade for higher metal levels. Furthermore, scatterometry must be extended to contact and via structures. Other techniques with potential include 3D AFM[191] and He ion microscopy. Electrical test structures continue to be an important means of evaluating the RC properties of patterned low-κ films.

Figure MET6 Interconnect Metrology Potential Solutions

5.8. Materials Characterization

The rapid introduction of new materials, reduced feature size, new device structures, and low-temperature processing continues to challenge materials characterization and contamination analysis required for process development and quality control. Correlation of appropriate off-line characterization methods, with each other, and with in-line physical and electrical methods, is often necessary to allow accurate measurement of metrics critical to manufactured device performance and reliability. Characterization accuracy requirements continue towards tighter error tolerances for information such as layer thickness or elemental concentration. Characterization methods must continue to be developed toward whole wafer measurement capability and clean room compatibility.

The declining thickness of films, moving into the sub-nanometer range, creates additional difficulties to currently available optical and opto-acoustic technologies. Shorter wavelengths of light even into the X-ray range are currently investigated to overcome the challenge of in-line film thickness and composition detection. Complimentary techniques are often required for a complete understanding of process control, for example X-ray reflectometry can be used to determine film thickness and density while UV ellipsometry can determine thickness, optical index, and band-gap.

Often, offline methods provide information that in-line methods cannot. For example, TEM and STEM can provide the highest spatial resolution or cross-sectional characterization of ultra-thin films and interfacial layers. STEM systems equipped with X-ray detection and electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) have provided new information about interface chemical bonding. High-performance secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS), and its variant time-of-flight (TOF) SIMS, provide contamination analysis of surfaces and thin film stacks. Grazing incidence X-ray reflectivity (XRR) provides measurement of film thickness and density, while grazing incidence X-ray diffraction provides information about the
crystalline texture of thin films. The importance of using diffuse scattering in addition to specular scattering during XRR seems to be critical to building interfacial models from XRR that can be compared to interfacial models from other methods such as TEM/STEM, SIMS, and ion backscattering. Field emission Auger electron spectroscopy (FE-AES) provides composition analysis of particulate contamination down to less than 20 nm in size. Offline characterization of physical properties such as void content and size in porous low-k insulators, film adhesion, and mechanical properties, for example, is required for evaluation of new materials. Many of these tools are now available for full wafers up to 300 mm in diameter.

Continued development of TEM and STEM imaging capability is required. TEM/STEM methods require sample preparation methods that can result in metrology artifacts if care is not taken. Choice of detection angle for annular detectors employed in STEM instruments allows imaging contrast to vary from incoherent imaging sensitive to mass-thickness variations to coherent imaging sensitive to crystal orientation and strain. Several technologies are being applied to materials and process development for critical areas such as high and low k. Electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS)\[172] can achieve spatial resolution of atomic columns for oriented crystalline samples. With this greatly improved spatial resolution, EELS can be used to characterize interfacial regions such as that between high k dielectrics and the silicon substrate. STEM with annular dark field imaging and EELS are becoming routine in manufacturing support labs, however spatial resolution in regular practice is often limited by real device samples where amorphous and disordered interfaces increase probe interaction volumes beyond those afforded by channeling along atomic columns in perfect crystals. Further routine site-specific sample preparation conducted by focused ion beam generally produces samples in the 100 nm thickness range. For certain applications such as lithographic cross section metrology of photoresist and gate side wall angle measurements, this is sufficient. More challenging applications require a thickness of below 50 nm for optimal spatial resolution in imaging and analysis. Great advances have been made using in situ argon beam thinning of samples. Advances in image reconstruction software have also improved image resolution and thus interfacial imaging. Several improvements in TEM/STEM technology are now commercially available including lens aberration correction and monochromators for the electron beam. Recent breakthroughs in aberration corrected scanning TEM look very promising and reveal details such as single misplaced atoms in a junction. Further, via combined application with high-brightness electron sources, improved resolution may be achieved at reduced incident beam acceleration potentials allowing TEM measurements below the damage threshold energies that have plagued high resolution characterization of fragile materials including carbon nanotubes and graphene. All of these TEM/STEM tool improvements put added constraints on improved sample preparation; thinner samples and reduced surface-damage layers are required.

Though at present it’s generally considered time-prohibitive, electron tomography, producing 3D models of device structures, may play an increasingly important role in metrology. Tomography has less stringent sample preparation conditions as surface damage regions may be removed from reconstructions and thicker samples are generally desired.

Advances over traditional energy dispersive X-ray spectrometers (EDS) and some wavelength dispersive spectrometers can enable particle and defect analysis on SEMs located in the clean room. New X-ray detectors will allow resolution of slight chemical shifts in X-ray peaks providing chemical information such as local bonding environments. Prototype microcalorimeter EDS and superconducting tunnel junction techniques have X-ray energy resolution capable of separating overlapping peaks that cannot be resolved with current generation lithium-drifted-silicon EDS detectors. Although beta site systems have been tested, unfortunately, these have not become widely available. These detectors can also be implemented in micro XRF (X-ray fluorescence) systems, using either an electron beam or a micro focus X-ray beam as excitation source. XPS (X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy) is now widely used as a means to determine thickness and composition of thin (up to 50 nm) films.

While these and other offline characterization tools provide critical information for implementing the Roadmap, there are still many challenges. Characterization of high-k gate stacks is difficult due to the length-scales for which electrical properties are determined. For example, chemical intermixing by reactions forming intermetallics or alloys may be easily confused with physical roughness at an interface. Characterization techniques which probe the local atom-atom interactions including electron energy loss spectroscopy, X-ray absorption near edge structure spectroscopies are often required. In addition, as device features continue to shrink and new non-planar MOS devices are developed, the applicability of characterizing planar structures as representative of device features becomes more questionable. Furthermore, ongoing scaling makes the analysis of contamination in high aspect ratio structures even more difficult.

The introduction of new materials will raise new challenges in contamination analysis, such as happened with copper metallization where the very real possibility of cross contamination has led to the need to measure bulk copper contamination down to the order of 10^9 atoms/cm^2 and surface copper contamination even in the edge exclusion and bevel regions, all because of the high diffusivity properties of this deleterious metal. Device shrinking is also tending to lower the thermal budgets allowed for processing so that the behavior of metal contamination and how to reduce its negative effects are changing the characterization needs. For example, low-temperature processing is changing which surface contamination
elements, and at what levels, need to be controlled and therefore measured. A key example is the role of surface calcium on very thin gate oxide integrity, and the difficult challenge of measuring this surface element at the 10^7 atoms/cm^2 level. Traditional methods such as vapor phase decomposition followed by ion coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) can have day-to-day limitations at this level. In addition, low-temperature processing is changing how metal contamination gettering is achieved, challenging the way to characterize material properties to ensure proper gettering.

Metallic contamination has long been known to be a key detrimental factor to device yield, causing degradation of electrical parameters like gate oxide breakdown voltage and background noise in charge coupled devices (CCD) for instance. Historically, monitoring has been achieved in-line through the use of monitor wafers and a combination of total reflectance X-Ray Fluorescence and post anneal surface photo voltage (SPV). Unfortunately, with the ever-increasing sensitivity of new technologies to trace metal contaminants and the more stringent quality criteria imposed by certain applications, this type of control scheme often has limitations both in terms of sensitivity and detection capabilities. A technique like automated vapor phase decomposition/ion coupled plasma mass spectrometry (VPD /ICP-MS) can be powerful in this context as ultimate detection limits can be reached (down to a few 10^6 at/cm^2 for some species). Full or semi-local wafer measurement can be performed, and tool automation enable insertion as a true monitoring tool in a production line. In addition, bulk analysis can also be achieved through the use of adequate chemistries which in combination with deep level transient spectroscopy (DLTS) can offer a full range analytical capability both in terms of identification and quantification.

5.8.1. **Materials Characterization for Strain-Based Devices**

The accelerated use of strained silicon without SOI has resulted in new metrology and characterization requirements earlier than predicted. Gate oxide metrology becomes even more complex when strained Si channel structures are used as the starting material instead of bulk Si or SOI wafers. Strained Si is either grown on thick relaxed SiGe buffer layers on bulk Si or on compliant substrates consisting of thin SiGe layers on SOI. In both cases, the metrology of the starting material is crucial with a large number of parameters to be controlled: 1) thickness and Ge profile of the SiGe buffer, 2) thickness of the strained Si channel, 3) roughness of the Si/SiGe interface and the Si surface, 4) magnitude and local variation of stress in the Si channel, 5) threading dislocation density in the Si channel (high sensitivity of the measurement is needed, since the desirable dislocation density is very low (at <10^3−10^4 cm^-2)), 6) density of other defects, such as twins, dislocation pile-ups, or misfit dislocations, particularly at the SiGe/Si channel interface, and 7) distribution of dopants in channel and buffer (particularly after thermal annealing). Several methods employing TEM/STEM have been developed to measure and map strain distributions in strained-channel devices. It has been noted that thinning of a TEM sample may allow relaxation of some of the strain, and finite element modeling has been useful in understanding how strain may be relaxed during sample thinning, however strain measurement by TEM/STEM has had many successes. Both threading and misfit dislocations can be measured by TEM, but the limited sample size area is often a problem for required statistical analysis of dislocation densities. Atomic force microscopy determines the surface roughness of the Si channel. Optical microscopy has been successful for etch pit density (EPD) measurements to determine the density of threading dislocations intersecting the wafer surface. Clear prescriptions for EPD are needed to select the etch depth. The meaning of lines and points in the EPD optical images need to be explained. X-ray tomography is another technique offering promise for defect detection. The Ge and dopant profiles can easily be measured with SIMS. A high sputtering rate is needed for thick SiGe buffers, while high depth resolution (possibly with a low sputtering rate) is needed for thick SiGe buffers. Optical carrier excitation using a red photodiode directed at the sputtering crater has been used to avoid SIMS charging artifacts; this is particularly important for strained Si over SOI and for undoped layers.

Unique properties associated with strained silicon are being addressed with a variety of metrology methods. Stress is the force required to create lattice strain which affects the electronic band structure to provide mobility enhancement of electrons or holes. Raman spectroscopy can measure stress, while TEM and XRD measure strain. Raman spectroscopy measures the energy of the Si-Si vibration in the Si channel which depends on changes in stress. However, the phonon deformation potential (describing the variation of the Si-Si phonon energy with stress) is not firmly established for thin Si channels. Such Raman measurements need to be performed using a UV laser to avoid penetration of the laser into the Si substrate. At 325 nm wavelength, the entire Raman signal stems from the thin Si channel, simplifying data analysis. For longer wavelengths, the Si-Si vibration in the SiGe buffer complicates the signal. The energy of the Si-Si vibration in SiGe depends on alloy composition and stress, which complicates the problem. Raman mapping yields the stress distribution across the wafer with a maximum resolution of about 0.5 μm, thus allowing prediction of transistor-to-transistor variations in mobility enhancement. It would be desirable to improve this resolution, possibly using solid or liquid immersion techniques. Micro-XRD is also applied to measure the stress in small structures, but currently the analysis spot is in the 5-10 micron range, making device analysis not yet feasible. Analysis of ellipsometry data for strained Si channels is complicated, since the dielectric function of Si depends on the stress. This relationship (described by the piezo-optical or elasto-optical tensors) is qualitatively understood, but sufficiently accurate quantitative data for fitting ellipsometry data of strained Si channels is lacking. When only considering the UV portion of the ellipsometry spectra, there is some hope in the
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capability to determine the gate oxide thickness, at least for sufficiently smooth surfaces. For rougher surfaces, there is an additional source of error, since surface roughness enters the ellipsometry analysis in a similar fashion as the native or gate oxide. For accurate gate oxide metrology, the Si surface roughness should be an order of magnitude less than the gate oxide thickness. This is satisfied for bulk Si starting materials but may cause concerns for measurements on strained Si channels. Confinement effects in the thin Si channel are not yet an issue in the visible and UV portions of the ellipsometry spectra. In principle, ellipsometry should not only be able to determine the Si channel thickness, but also the Ge content of the SiGe buffer underneath. In practice, however, the Ge content determined from ellipsometry data is much too low, possibly due to ignoring the strain effects on the Si dielectric function. On pseudomorphic Si/SiGe heterostructures, ellipsometry is much more successful.

X-ray reflectivity is an attractive alternative to spectroscopic ellipsometry to determine strained Si channel thickness since the refractive index for X-rays is very close to 1 and does not depend on the stress. For Si channel thicknesses of the order of 10–20 nm, a clear series of interference fringes (sometimes accompanied by an additional large-angle peak of unknown origin) is obtained. However, determining the Si channel thickness using commercial software fitting packages does not always yield the correct value (in comparison to TEM). Possibly, this is related to surface roughness that is more difficult to handle for X-ray reflectivity than for spectroscopic ellipsometry because of the smaller wavelength. Experimental concerns about X-ray instrument reliability and alignment are similar to that described for measurements on high-κ gate dielectrics. High-resolution triple-axis X-ray diffraction has been used successfully (using lab and synchrotron X-ray sources) to determine the vertical Si lattice constant in the channel, another measure for the stress in the structures. In addition, resonant reflectivity measurements of DSA material can be done using synchrotron X-ray sources[192, 193].

A number of microscopy methods are in the research and development phase. These include the point projection microscope (electron holography) and low-energy electron microscopy. Low-energy electron microscopy has been used to study surface science for several years. The application of this method to materials characterization and possibly to in-line metrology needs to be studied. A discussion of these methods is provided in the Microscopy Section of the Metrology Roadmap.

One of the five long-term difficult challenges for metrology is structural and elemental analysis at device dimensions. Fulfilling this need will require developing materials characterization methods that provide maps of elemental or chemical distributions at an atomic scale in three dimensions. 3D Atom Probes[167, 194] and similar methods hold promise of providing atom-by-atom maps for small (50–150 nm diameter) needle shaped samples that may be prepared by FIB lift-out techniques. LEAP technology needs further method and data analysis development, and currently has difficulties in measuring non-conductive and heterogeneously-conductive structures with both conducting and non-conducting features. One challenge will be obtaining near 100% detection of each element during data acquisition. Electron tomography is a growing region of interest and is being pursued by both tilt-series and focal series methods in both STEM and TEM. Aberration corrected TEM currently shows promise in this area as smaller and more intense probes may allow increased resolution and signal to noise required for tomographic analysis.

5.9. Metrology for Emerging Research Materials and Devices

This section covers the materials and device characterization as well as in-line measurement needs for emerging materials and devices. Considerable progress has been made since the last update to the roadmap. This section of the Metrology Roadmap complements the cross-cutting Metrology needs described in the ERM roadmap by describing the status and research needs for many key measurement methods. This section is divided into sub-sections on 3D Atomic Imaging and Spectroscopy, Other microscopy needs including Scanned Probe Microscopies, Optical Properties of nanomaterials, and Electrical Characterization for Emerging Materials and Devices.

5.9.1. Comment on the Impact of Nanoscale Dimensions on Metrology

One of most overlooked challenges in metrology is the need for nanoscale materials properties. The materials properties used to measure process variation not only change at the nanoscale, but are themselves altered by surrounding materials. These changes include optical properties (complex refractive index), carrier mobility, and numerous others. For example, the optical properties of the top layer of SOI are thickness dependent below 10 nm. Furthermore, recent data have shown the optical properties depend on layers deposited above the top SOI film. This dimensional and materials stack dependence points to the need for developing databases of these properties with entries for critical materials stacks. In some instances, it seems that both carrier and phonon confinement impacts numerous properties including dielectric function (complex refractive index), carrier mobility, and thermal transport.

5.9.2. 3D Atomic Imaging and Spectroscopy

5.9.2.1. Aberration Corrected TEM and STEM w/ELS

Aberration corrected lens technology has revolutionized transmission and scanning transmission electron microscopy. Commercially available TEM and STEM systems have demonstrated sub 0.1 nm resolution and electron energy loss spectra
have located atoms in an atomic column. Aberration corrected STEM systems are approaching 3D atomic resolution as increased convergence angles reduce the depth of focus. This technology has already been applied to nanotechnology. Recently, single layer graphene has been imaged along with defects in the stacking configuration of multilayer graphene[195, 196]. Some of the achievements of aberration corrected electron microscopy of nanotechnology include:

- Imaging of single layer graphene, layer corrugation, and defects.
- ELS spectra of a single Sr atom in an atomic column of CaTiO$_3$
- Imaging both K and I atoms of a KI crystal inside a carbon nanotube
- Observation of the movement of atoms in nanodots
- Observation of the relationship between the gold atoms in the nanodot gold catalyst and a silicon nanowire.

Advances in image and spectral modeling will enable the full potential of aberration correction and associated advances such as energy filters for the electron source and higher energy resolution/electron energy loss. Multi-slice simulations are already being modified for nano-dimensional materials and other applications. These first simulations indicate that the observation of twinning defects in nanowires requires the use of multiple angles of observation. The impact of nanodimensions on electron diffraction patterns is also interesting. Microscopy of carbon containing samples has moved beyond carbon nanotubes into single layer graphene. Despite all of the above-mentioned advances, microscopy of soft matter remains exceedingly difficult as bonds are more readily broken in molecular samples. Higher energy resolution for ELS is critical to understanding molecular samples.

5.9.2.2. 3D Tomography and 3D Atom Probe

See section on Trends in Nanoscale Tomography.

5.9.3. Other Microscopy Needs Including Scanning Probe Microscopy

Assumption—there is a need for characterizing the structure and local properties of current CMOS devices as they scale down in size, as well as for anticipating the metrology requirements of post CMOS device technologies.

5.9.3.1. Probes of Local Properties with High Spatial Resolution: Opportunities

Scanning Probe Microscopy (SPM) is a platform upon which a variety of local structure/property tools have been developed with spatial resolution spanning 50 nm to 0.1 nm. Scanning Capacitance Microscopy, Spreading Resistance Microscopy, Conductive Atomic Force Microscopy and Scanning microwave impedance microscopy have been optimized for dopant concentration profile measurement[169] with spatial resolution dependent on dopant concentration. Recent developments in SPM involving frequency dependent signals on the sample and tip, and simultaneous perturbation with more than one frequency and/or probe expand the range and resolution of measurements.

Local Measurements Related to Charge and Transport – It is increasingly important to characterize devices in situ and during operation, particularly as a function of frequency. Scanning Impedance Microscopy and Nano Impedance Spectroscopy span 8 orders of magnitude in frequency to quantify interface and defect properties, including charge trapping. Individual defects in molecular nanowires can be detected with these tools, as well as, local contact potential. Scanning Surface Potential Microscopy (also called Kelvin Force Microscopy) can easily map work function variations at the tens of nm scale and can be exploited to characterize FET and interconnect structures. There is recent evidence that the spatial resolution of this technique can be extended to atomic scales. Surface potential variations on high-k dielectric films can be characterized providing insight on interface properties both before and after metallization with a high energy and spatial resolution. Recent SPM observations of quantum dots demonstrated single electron detection indicated the potential for increased energy resolution in highly specialized environments.

Local Measurements Related to Spin – A scanning probe tool, Magnetic Resonance Force Microscopy, has recently demonstrated the detection of single spins with magnetic probes. Further development will determine limitations on spatial resolution and the potential to study spin polarization and characterize spin-based devices. At lower sensitivity, Magnetic Force Microscopy can be used to map current flow through devices. To be generally useful the limits of field detection and development of standardized commercially available magnetic tips are required.

Complex Properties – Future generation devices will likely involve a wider materials set, perhaps including organic and biomolecular constituents, and require additional property measurements. Utilizing high frequencies in various detection configurations yields local dielectric constant, electrostriction, piezo-electric coefficient, switching dynamics, etc. These measurements are critical in the development of capacitor-based memory and for hybrid device structures, as well as dielectric characterization.
Multiple Modulation and Combined Probes – The combination of multiple measurements is sometimes necessary to isolate properties and is sometimes useful to maximize information. For example, electrostatic interactions that occur during magnetic force measurements can be incapacitating. By measuring surface potential at high frequency, nulling it, and measuring magnetic forces at low frequency, the interactions are separated and quantified. This approach can be applied to produce generalized metrology tools.

5.9.3.2. PROBES OF LOCAL PROPERTIES WITH HIGH SPATIAL RESOLUTION: CHALLENGES

The challenges are implementing these tools on increasingly miniaturized active devices and complex materials systems in an industrial environment and time scale.

General Accessibility—The time it takes to bring a metrology capability from the lab development to commercialization results in a large gap between capability and accessibility. For some companies, the design timeline is on the order of 6 years. This is particularly critical now since device research is encompassing new materials for high-k dielectrics, exploring alternative geometries, and looking toward post CMOS technologies. Other mechanisms of accessibility are necessary to meet roadmap requirements.

Increased resolution—In the era of shrinking electronics, a trend toward higher spatial resolution is desirable. For some SPM tools, fundamental principles will limit ultimate resolution. Other tools are so new that limits have not been examined. Recent results in Scanning Kelvin Probe Microscopy suggest that atomic scale resolution is possible for some of the complex property probes. If so, new physics will emerge, and theory will be required to interpret the output. There is a potential to increase the energy resolution of most of the measurements, as demonstrated by inelastic tunneling and single electron detection. The maximum energy resolution will be achieved at low temperature, which is a trade off with throughput and convenience.

Tip and Cantilever Technology—Commercial vendors have developed a large toolbox of specialized SPM cantilevers and tips. Reproducibility is often an issue; in some cases, yields of good tips are on the order of 30%. More important is the gap between commercially available cantilevers/tips and those required for tool development[197]. This becomes more difficult as the tips envisioned for tool development involve embedded circuitry and complex tip geometries[198, 199].

Calibration Standards—The lack of calibration standards for nm sized physical structures is a significant problem. At high spatial resolution and under specialized circumstances, atomic structure can be used. Carbon nanotubes have been suggested as a general alternative and can be used for electrostatic property calibration as well. Standard calibration processes should continue to be developed at the nanometer length scale[200-203].

5.9.4. OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF NANOMATERIALS

The optical properties of nano-scale crystalline materials, especially semiconductors, are modified by quantum confinement and surface states. The fundamental expression of the optical response of a material is its dielectric function. The imaginary part of the dielectric function is directly related to the absorption of light. For both direct and indirect band gap materials, the optical response is characterized by critical points where electrons are excited from the top of a valence band to the conduction band. Certain transitions have a strong excitonic nature. These transitions change as one moves from bulk to thin film to nanowires and then nano-dots.

The symmetry of a bulk sample strongly influences both the band structure and the joint density of states. Quantum confinement in one, two, or three dimensions changes the energy of the critical points and the joint density of states. Thus, the shape of imaginary part of the dielectric function of nano-sized materials is altered by the change in the joint density of states and the appearance of new critical points due to the confinement. One interesting example is the emergence of strong anisotropy in silicon nanowires less than 2.2 nm in diameter and the theoretical prediction of new absorption peaks for light polarizations along the wire axis[204]. The nature of optical transitions with a strong excitonic nature are not well understood, and further theoretical and experimental work is required to understand the role of excitons in nanoscale materials.

5.9.5. ELECTRICAL CHARACTERIZATION FOR EMERGING MATERIALS AND DEVICES

Many emerging nano electronic devices exhibit non-conventional behavior such as negative differential resistance and hysteretic switching[205-207]. New electrical measurement methodologies and analyses will be required to characterize the behavior of these new emerging materials and devices. Certain traditional parameters, such as mobility, are much more challenging to extract at the nanoscale[208]. It is important to determine what parameters are determining final device performance for a given emerging device technology. In addition, the behavior of some categories of emerging devices is based upon completely different mechanisms than those in traditional CMOS. For example, certain devices intrinsically have quantum mechanical behavior, while others do not utilize charge transport to change the computational state, but rely upon other mechanisms such as magnetic flux changes. Salient device parameters and their extraction methods will need to
be defined for such new devices that switch by different physical principles than standard MOSFET structures. Methodologies will need to be established for characterizing the stability and reliability of new device structures and circuit architectures. In contrast to the inherent macroscopic canonical assembly average character of I-V curves, new metrology that probes atomistic fundamental properties of the materials of construction. For example, microwave-based techniques, such as Broadband Dielectric Spectroscopy (BDS) and Scanning Microwave Spectroscopy appear to afford such capability\[209, 210].

In addition to advances in electrical test methodologies, viable test structures are critically needed to reliably and reproducibly measure nm-sized interfacial elements (such as individual molecules and nm-sized semiconductor quantum dots) incorporating larger electrodes and leads that can be electrically contacted by probes or wire bonds. Methods to contact sub-lithographic components of emerging nano electronic devices are perhaps the greatest challenge for the electrical characterization of emerging materials and devices. Furthermore, parametric test structures need to be developed that interrogate the interface between metal interconnect and the active region of nano-scale devices, especially those fabricated with organic materials. Parameters such as work function, barrier height, and transport processes need to be investigated and defined for devices fabricated with unconventional materials.

5.10. Reference Materials

Reference materials are physical objects with one or more well established properties typically used to calibrate metrology instruments. Reference materials are a critical part of metrology since they establish a “yard stick” for comparison of data taken by different methods, by similar instruments at different locations (internally or externally), or between the model and experiment. Reference materials are also extremely useful in testing and benchmarking instrumentation.

There are two basic kinds of reference materials:

1. A reference material can be a well-calibrated artifact that gives a reference point for the metrology under test.

2. Another equally important reference material tests how accurately the tool under test measures a key process control parameter. The most relevant reference materials are products that come from the manufacturing process. The measurement tools under test (TuT) are designed to measure a feature of a given product such as linewidth accurately, for example. This product contains subtle, but important, process changes that may affect measurement accuracy. It is the responsibility of the metrologist to understand the important process variations that can be difficult to measure by the TuT and to incorporate them into a meaningful set of test artifacts. These test artifacts must then be accurately measured with an appropriately qualified and documented reference measurement system.

Reference materials of the first kind can be obtained from a variety of sources and come in a variety of forms and grades. These types of standards are important and useful, but they tend to be limited in their usefulness because of a limited likeness to the customers’ manufacturing process and the lack of relevant induced process variations. Depending on the source, they may be called Certified Reference Materials (CRM), Consensus Reference Materials, NIST Traceable Reference Materials (NTRM®) or Standard Reference Materials (SRM®).\(^3\) The US National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) is one of the internationally accepted national authorities of measurement science in the semiconductor industry. Commercial suppliers can also create and submit calibration artifacts to a rigorous measurement program at NIST for the purpose of developing an NTRM; reference material producers adhering to these requirements are allowed to use the NTRM trademark for the series of artifacts checked by NIST.\(^4\)

Another approach is the measurement certification of reference materials through interlaboratory testing under the supervision of recognized standards developing bodies, such as ASTM International. The National Metrology Institutions (NMI) in different countries develop and maintain standards that might be suitable and should be consulted. There is an effort among many of the leading NMIs, including NIST, to coordinate cross comparisons of their measurements and standards to arrive at a mutual recognition sometime in the near future to avoid duplication of efforts.

There are several technical requirements related to reference materials of the first kind and their measurement certification, as follows:

- Reference materials must have properties that remain stable during use; both spatial and temporal variations in the certified material properties must be much smaller than the desired calibration uncertainty.

\(^3\) NTRM® and SRM® acronyms are registered trademarks of NIST
\(^4\) Use of the NTRM mark on a subsequent series of artifacts, even of the same type, requires additional verification testing by NIST
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- Measurement and certification of reference materials must be carried out using standardized or well-documented test procedures. In some areas of metrology, no current method of measurement is adequate for the purpose. When the basic measurement process has not been proven, reference materials cannot be produced.

- The final measurement uncertainty in an industry measurement employing a reference material is a combination of uncertainty in the certified value of the reference material and additional uncertainties associated with comparing the reference material to the unknown. For this reason, the uncertainty in the reference material must be smaller than the desired uncertainty of the final measurement. An industry rule of thumb is that uncertainties in the certified value of the reference material be less than ¼ of the variability of the manufacturing process to be evaluated or controlled by the instrument calibrated using the reference material.

- For applications where accurate measurements are required (such as dopant profiling to provide inputs for modeling), the reference material attribute must be determined with an accuracy (including both bias and variability) better than ¼ of the required final accuracy of the measurement for which it will be used.

Additional training of process engineers in the field of measurement science is essential to avoid misuse of reference materials and misinterpretation of the results obtained with their use.

5.11. 3D Nanometrology Needs and Challenges

The simultaneous decrease in feature dimension and increase in 3D structural complexity of advanced device architectures is imposing daunting challenges to the semiconductor metrology community. In fact, the need for better electrostatic control has led to fully depleted silicon-on-insulator (FDSOI) devices as well as the replacement of relatively planar structures with devices with much greater topological complexity such as FinFETs, trigates, gate-all-around structures or even stacked gate all-around-structures[211, 212]. For instance, evaluation of structural parameters of 3D shapes requires measurement of many parameters beyond traditional CD, including sidewall angle, top corner rounding and footing, roughness, recesses and undercuts. Now all are indispensable, as are thin film parameters such as thicknesses on horizontal and vertical surfaces, compositions, dopant distributions, strains, and other parameters and materials properties within device structures. Future 3D memory devices will also include multiple gate-level structures defined by HAR trenches and holes in multilayer stacks with as few as 4 alternating gate/dielectric periods, but possibly as many as 256. Lack of suitable metrology of HAR features is a currently a major gap, as in-line non-destructive methods do not have the needed sensitivity and resolution to image or measure CD, depth, profile, or contamination at or near feature bottoms[64]. Furthermore, these problems are compounded by the very small dimensions of the devices, where only a few atoms yield extremely small signals, and by limited sample resilience, random distributions of dopant atoms, non-uniform nanometer-scale strain fields, and quantum confinement effects. Thus, 3D characterization at sub-nanometer and maybe atomic resolution levels is increasingly required to understand the physics of devices controlled by surface and interface effects, and such characterization will become critical for process development, if not high-volume manufacturing.

Today, advanced devices are characterized at the nanometer level, with mainly offline, TEM-based techniques such as: NBD, dark field holography, EELS, etc. However, the intrinsic 2D cross section information (or projection) of all these techniques is not complete since the assumption of conservative information through the third dimension is no longer applicable. This makes it difficult to use 2D information to extend to the 3D parameterization of the devices. Thus, some new approaches like tomography reconstruction will need to be implemented. All the above-mentioned techniques bring about issues with sample preparation and characterization yield due to the increased number of off-line characterizations, and with the link and balance between in-lab and in-fab metrology.

TSOM is inherently a 3D metrology method. It has been applied to study 3D shape of sub 40 nm features. From simulations and limited measurements, the TSOM method shows promise for 3D shape metrology but needs further study beyond simulations for applications in production[182].

In the following section, an overview on the state-of-the-art of promising techniques for nanometrology is presented, along with their potential for tomography 3D information reconstruction. Also, the need to combine the different 3D information, linked to die-level and wafer-level maps for HVM metrology control, will also be discussed.

5.11.1. 3D Nanoscale Characterization of Single Devices

There are basically three approaches to mitigate the 3D complexity: true 3D imaging techniques, 3D reconstructions from 2D images, and simplified test structures designed to enable the extraction of 3D information from several 2D measurements.
5.11.1.1. STRUCTURAL: (DIMENSIONAL, CRYSTAL QUALITY)

In order to get access to structural properties at device level, most of the solutions concern scanning TEM (STEM) and TEM- based techniques, as they have the advantage of, given an image of the device, allowing easy positioning for local analysis. Transmission electron microscopy is now widely used to measure accurately the dimension of devices (due to its excellent, sub-0.01 nanometer resolution) while scanning electron microscopy has a resolution limited to approximately 0.5 nm. Focused ion beam (FIB) technology allows preparation of thin lamella or tip samples of a specific device from a cleaved/diced or a full wafer[213]. With these two types of sample preparation, it is possible to use high-resolution (S)TEM imaging for 2D structural analysis at the atomic scale, or electron tomography to measure the dimensions of 3D architecture of the advanced nodes. Moreover, with the recent development of parallel nanobeam diffraction (NBD) and electron precession, mapping of crystal orientation (e.g., copper interconnection lines) is possible with an increased spatial resolution (around 3 nm). Even if there is now an industrial solution with FIB systems to be able to automatically prepare and extract samples for TEM imaging, and use dedicated imaging software, usually the technique is time consuming and site specific, with lamella that are 100 nm thick and a few micrometers long[214].

FIB/SEM 3D refers to the acquisition of high-resolution scanning electron microscopy (HRSEM) images combined with FIB slicing. Today’s state-of-the-art has been shown with a volume of an array of 22 nm node transistors. In spite of its potential, some problems still need to be solved. The resolution of the reconstructed volume depends strongly, but not only, on the SEM resolution. In addition, such metrology is very time consuming and might present a problem of low success rate due to sample drift and tool instability over a long period of time. Software solutions already hit the market to partially overcome this problem, but for a reliable in-line 3D metrology with SEM, dedicated equipment still needs to be designed. Promising model-based 3D SEM metrology of 10 nm FinFET structures has been demonstrated, but production-worthy implementation needs to be developed.

5.11.1.2. CHEMICAL: (COMPOSITION, CHEMICAL STATE)

Atom probe tomography (APT) is particularly well suited for measuring composition at the atomic scale in semiconductor devices. The ability to detect all elements with detection limits as low as 10^{17} atoms/cm^3 (for B in Si) makes it an attractive technique. The sample must be made into a tip shape to enable laser-assisted field evaporation and is performed by FIB milling. Placing a complex transistor structure at the end of an atom probe tip may be challenging, but in most cases is possible by a skilled FIB user. The tip shape and field evaporation impose an analyzed volume of, typically, some 80 nm x 80 nm x 200 nm, which although small, matches well with current and future device dimensions. Although reconstruction image distortion is a key error source, the use of in situ TEM or SPM could help reduce such errors[215].

Analytical TEM allows identification, and in some cases, quantification of elements to an atomic resolution with C_s aberration correctors[216] but with a lower sensitivity than APT or secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS)—around 1%. Electron energy loss spectroscopy is traditionally well suited to analyze lighter elements, with energy-dispersive EDS for heavier elements, but EELS is the only technique able to differentiate the chemical bonding of probed elements. Recently the speed of spectral acquisition has been increased with the development of silicon drift detectors (SSD) for EDS, and the time to acquire elements or bonding states has been dramatically reduced (by factor of 10 or more) with fast electronics for EELS imaging filters also. Thus, as far as analytical electron tomography is considered, and the results now are encouraging[217].

5.11.1.3. PHYSICAL: (STRAIN, STRESS, ELECTRICAL)

True 3D imaging techniques include coherent X-ray diffraction and small angle X-ray scattering. For coherent X-ray diffraction, the use of coherent X-rays simplifies the phase problem of inverse Fourier transforms and permits the extraction of 3D scattering features from the recorded intensity of their diffraction patterns. SAXS in transmission at multiple angles can provide full 3D information, but provides the average of feature geometries over the X-ray spot size. However as of today, only synchrotron facilities can provide this kind of analysis[218, 219]. (See the Lithography Metrology section for a description of CD-SAXS)

TEM techniques for 2D strain measurements are now available, depending on the instrument’s performance and stability and on the area to analyze: dark-field holography (3–10 nm resolution and a sensitivity of ± 0.06%)[220], Nanobeam electron diffraction (NBED) (3–6 nm resolution and an excellent sensitivity of ± 0.02%), high-resolution TEM and now STEM high angle anular dark field (HAADF) with geometrical phase analysis (1 to 5 nm resolution and a sensitivity of ± 0.1%)[221] and convergent beam electron diffraction (1 to 5 nm resolution and an excellent sensitivity of ± 0.02%). Today, NBED in precession mode (N-PED) seems to provide the best combination of spatial resolution, sensitivity and robustness from artefacts. In addition, it is very insensitive to thickness variations in the specimen and thus time-consuming preparation techniques such as back side milling are not required. The experiment and processing can take between a few minutes to several hours depending on the size of the map acquired. This will speed up in the future by improvements in imaging cameras and real time data processing. At this time, NPED is not widely available in electron microscopes using the imaging
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capabilities of the CCD camera. However, it is possible to use a commercially available off-axis television camera to
measure the positions of the diffraction spots for deformation mapping and a sensitivity of 0.03% and 4 nm spatial resolution
has been reported on a pre-aberration correction generation microscope[222]. The challenge is to have well-controlled
sample preparation to achieve good reproducibility of measurements[223]. In addition, more precise quantification of the
metrology performances should (accuracy and precision) should be discussed[224, 225]. (See the section on Strained Si
Processes).

Electrical tomography using scanning spreading resistance microscopy (SSRM) has been recently developed[165, 226]. It
is an emerging solution to address 3D carrier mapping. The methodology consists of using an AFM probe to remove
material by successive scanning and to record at every scan the 2D carrier map, similarly to a slice-and-view methodology.
The resulting stacked images are interpolated and are used to generate a 3D. This method requires a hard-conductive probe
(such as full-diamond tip) to ensure material removal without significant damage of the probe. This approach has been
highlighted on carbon nanotube-based interconnects and various emerging memory. By increasing the accuracy in the tip-
induced material removal, sub-nm removal rates have been obtained leading to the characterization of volumes in the order
of 100 nm³[227]. This approach is referred as scalpel SPM and has been used for the experimental observation of conductive
filaments in integrated resistive switching devices, thus enabling the 3D characterization of confined volumes in oxides
such as Al₂O₃ and HfO₂ with removal rates between 0.2–0.5 nm/scan[228, 229]. The fast Fourier transform-SSRM (FFT-
SSRM) appears also as an emerging method to image highly doped samples[163]. By modulating the load force applied to
the tip, only the contribution of the spreading resistance is measured[163]. This later is extracted by an FFT-based lock-in
deconvolution method. This approach has been recently illustrated for a FinFET structure with a highly doped (1–4 mΩ.cm)
raised source/drain region. In this example, FFT-SSRM allows to detect the highly doped SiGe and the undoped Ge regions
without saturation induced by parasitic resistance as obtained with the standard SSRM technique[164, 230].

5.11.2. TRENDS IN NANOSCALE TOMOGRAPHY

All the above-mentioned techniques have been developed at different length scales for morphological, chemical, electrical
and structural imaging, and their 3D characterization capabilities are to a large extent based on tomography. Important
tomographic techniques for 3D imaging at microscopic and nanoscopic length scales are:

- X-ray tomography
- FIB/SEM 3D
- TEM/AFM
- Electron tomography
- Atom probe tomography

In any case, the sample preparation is crucial; experimental techniques and sample preparation methods for tomography are
both reviewed elsewhere[231]. Hard X-ray nanotomography at 20 nm resolution may now come of age, as it is an ideal
technique because it has the potential of non-destructively providing high-resolution images of buried devices. However,
because of physical constraints, no commercial system exists that simultaneously allows for high resolution (100 nm or
less), penetrating X-rays (15 keV or more) and high throughput, and the technique is currently confined to 3rd generation
synchrotron sources. Commercial systems can either accommodate high resolution at low energy or medium resolution at
high energy in the case of large samples[199]. The construction of dedicated nanoelectronics synchrotron end-stations for
3D imaging is currently the only solution to get a routine and fast access to the technique[232].

Electron tomography using STEM-HAADF contrast is now a routine and mature technique operating at about 1 nm
resolution for those samples having a cross-section of 100 nm or less[184, 233-235]. Atomic resolution has been
proved[236] but on simple, isolated objects like nanoparticles. Obtain atomic resolution on complex objects is a real
upcoming challenge, which can be won by improving the overall stability of the microscopes, optimizing the depth-of-field,
the sample preparation (which is crucial and time consuming) and data pre- and post-processing.

FIB/3D SEM is a technique of choice: it allows for relatively high-resolution (20 nm–50 nm) investigation of large objects
with different contrast modes simultaneously, in such a way that the 3D sample shape, chemical composition and even
crystalline distribution can be retrieved[237, 238]. Neither X-ray tomography nor electron tomography can provide all this
at the same time at such a resolution. It requires limited sample preparation (no need to prepare needle-like samples) but is
destructive: this is not a severe limiting issue in nanoelectronics except for those cases where imaging modalities need to
be cross- correlated. However as mentioned above, the method is still time consuming and can be limited by drift issues,
but so far it offers the best compromise among price, information, time, resolution and sample size. One could think of a
cluster of dedicated dual-beam systems for automated 3D high-throughput analyses. For compositional analysis, such cluster
systems could include both EDS and SIMS detectors.
Recently, TEM and AFM have also been combined for 3D imaging beyond topography. Using the 3D analysis capability of scalpel SPM and a dedicated TEM sample preparation, nm-resolved 3D electrical and chemical analysis of Si- and Ge-based structures for sub-20 nm technology nodes have been studied[239]. This method is destructive and it requires a sample preparation comparable to FIB/SEM. However, for site-specific studies such as failure analysis, this approach can be extremely effective offering a solution to sense multiple material properties by using the entire spectrum of different AFM modes including electrical and non-contact. In addition, microwave tomography, e.g., electro-capacitive tomography (ECT), may be useful in the visualization of subsurface defects; however, the data processing requires situation specific algorithms and numerical models.

The 3D Atom Probe or Atom Probe Tomography (APT) is an advanced version of a field ionization microscope combined with a mass spectrometer capable of atom-by-atom three-dimensional reconstruction of a small needle-shaped sample. The sample may be prepared from a device specific site by chemical or plasma etching, or focused ion beam lift-out techniques similar to those commonly used for TEM sample preparation. In the 3D Atom Probe experiment, a needle-shaped sample is placed near an electrode and a strong applied field ionizes atoms from the sample tip, ejecting atoms from the sample, and accelerating them through a position sensitive mass spectrometer. The original position of atoms in the sample is determined from geometric considerations and the atomic mass is determined from time of flight. 3D Atom Probe provides a means of measuring the atomic arrangement of free-standing wires allowing a method to characterize doping density in nanowires.

Atom probe tomography is the most spatially-resolved mapping technique, featuring 0.1–0.3 nm resolution [240-242]. It is not as mature as the previous techniques, and results are obtained from extremely small volumes (100 nm³). However, the wide variety of materials now used in advanced devices, complicates atom probe analysis because the evaporation field is different for each material and these differences lead to artifacts in the reconstructed volume, but progress has been made with the addition of laser pulsing.

Overall, APT brings us closer to the dream of atomic mapping in three dimensions. Current detection efficiency is approximately 80% of the atoms ionized and there has been much progress in developing an understanding of local field effects that affect resultant 3D models. It must be emphasized that it is not enough to know just the position, identity, and chemical nature of all atoms in a material; it must be accompanied by microstructural information in order to discern the materials’ properties and behavior. Thus, synergy is expected between experimental determination of atom positions, identities, and chemical nature and computational material science to obtain the optimum utility of APT[194].

These reconstruction artifacts limit the accuracy of APT composition profiles and the data requires careful calibration by other techniques such as TEM and electron tomography. As the sample preparation for APT is similar to electron tomography, one interesting possibility is to perform electron tomography then APT on the same sample, allowing the APT volume to be corrected using the morphology measured by electron tomography. These types of measurements can also be correlated with other measurements (SPM[169], SIMS, etc.), combining the advantages of measuring many devices at once with nm-scale compositional measurements in 3D. The uptake of atom probe tomography for semiconductor analysis is increasing and with future improvements in detectors, reconstruction algorithms and tip shape monitoring will become an increasingly essential tool.

In the end, it must be noted that sample preparation is crucial for each technique. The accommodation of in-operando experiment is illusory so far, but ex-situ or even in-situ experiments may be doable using X-ray probes. A generic technique does not exist and the choice of the tomographic probe is largely sample-dependent; however, dual beam FIB-SEM serial sectioning gives a satisfying trade-off provided samples are not precious. Efforts to make those tools more stable, more user-friendly and automated, more flexible and versatile must be done to reach high-throughput 3D nanocharacterization.

The emergence of the related technique of FIB/ToF-SIMS tomography allows complementary (better detection of light elements, isotopic information) chemical information with respect to FIB/SEM EDS to be acquired[243]. Both serial sectioning techniques can be combined with X-ray nanotomography to assist in targeting the region of interest and in reducing artefacts.

5.11.3. Hybrid Metrology

It seems inevitable to use more than one type of measurement, tool, and method, and take advantage of the rich, multifaceted set of data by combining the most reliable information gained from each source. This combined (complementary, hybrid) metrology would be necessary for sub-10 nm dimensional metrology, and has shown promising advantages in significantly reducing the overall uncertainties, i.e., augmenting the confidence in the results, and in the optimization of various complementary measurement methods for cost[98, 137, 244-248]. More specifically, 3D data acquired for dimensional metrology will need to be compared and merged to that coming from other parameters (e.g., chemical, strain, electrical). In this sense correlative microscopy recently have shown the advantages of such approach while characterizing
nano transistors[249]. They will not necessarily have the same resolution, as they will come from different tools. Therefore, modelling data analysis and treatment algorithms to merge data will need to be tested to insure against artefacts resulting from the stitching/merging process.

For example, both CD-SAXS and GISAXS could be used to improve optical scatterometry through combined or hybrid measurements. Often there are high correlations between model parameters used in optical scatterometry or parameters which optical scatterometry is insensitive to. Deeper layers or buried metal layers are often opaque to optical metrology techniques but can easily be measured by CD-SAXS or GISAXS. Parameters which are easily measured using a small amount of SAXS data such as multiple patterning errors can be incorporated into the optical models, improving the optical measurements and reducing parameter correlations, while maintaining a high throughput measurement. 3D-AFM data[250] is already used with both SEM and scatterometry[98, 137, 251] but given the intrinsic capabilities of probe microscopy, a 3D-AFM with material contrast would be a good hybrid tool. Certainly, some feedback with sample preparation will be needed to avoid or diminish such artefacts and accomplish the ultimate goal of complete 3D information describing the device properties. Additional efforts are needed in quantifying uncertainty and error analysis in combined metrology where data fusion from different instruments is non-trivial. As the technique gets widely adopted, a common evaluation guideline for uncertainty on combined metrology would be needed.

An application of combined metrology is the Reference Measurement System (RMS), where one of the instruments provides traceability to the others. An RMS could be a single instrument, or a set of several instruments. An RMS is well characterized using the best the science and technology dimensional metrology can offer: applied physics, sound statistics, related standards, and proper handling of all measurement error contributions based on the best protocols available. Because an
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RMS has been well characterized, it is more accurate, perhaps by an order of magnitude, and more precise than any instrument in a production fab[246]. An RMS must be sufficiently stable that other measurement systems can be related to it. An RMS can be used to track measurement discrepancies among the metrology instruments of a fab, control the performance and matching of production metrology instruments over time, and to introduce absolute traceability to the measurement process if desired. Due to the performance and reliability expected from this instrument, the RMS requires a significantly higher degree of care, scrutiny, and testing than other fab instruments. Through its measurements this “golden” instrument can help production and reduce costs. The main difference between RMS and combined metrology in general is the relationship between the instruments. In other applications of combined metrology, each instrument is better suited for a specific measurand, but may not necessarily derive their traceability from the group. (See the section on Measurement Uncertainty.)
5.11.4. **IN-LAB. VERSUS IN-FAB**

For in-fab metrology, it is necessary to map nanometer-scale material properties over the wafer (e.g., optical properties, strain, critical composition), critical shape and other critical functions. These properties are all measurable on conventional flat films, but the various properties in the device features often will not correlate well to those on traditional solid test-pads; thus, many of these properties will need to be measured on complex 3D structures. When included within the more complex architectures that influence such properties, extracting these from among the many other unknown parameters will likely be difficult. As it has been shown previously the only techniques available today for 3D nanometrology are more in-lab techniques. However, performing such metrology non-destructively is the ultimate challenge for cost-effective HVM[36].

Presently, the industry is using available traditional failure analysis laboratory techniques, but it is increasing the amount and speed of collected data through automation. The drawback of using such “brute force” methods is the obvious loss of wafers to further processing, which not only increases costs and cycle times for learning, but also increases the uncertainty in the correlation between the measured properties and final device performances due to needs to compare results from different wafers. The industry must decide if this strategy is to be used in the long term; it might be feasible to build tools, which only damage a very small area on a wafer. This small region, after the processing will help to balance the need of nano to macro scale material properties over the wafer (e.g., device arrays inside die or in scribe lines (i.e., design for metrology) at wafer level. This will help to balance the need of nano- and atomically-scaled measurements of materials properties at development or in failure mode analysis and the needs of HVM metrology. It is also likely that, as with crafting the various devices, measuring them will also benefit greatly from the use of physics-based modeling to understand coupling of the different scale information from nano to macro-scale. This can considerably improve the measurements, both for throughput and for quality. Overall, formidable, but not insurmountable 3D nanometrology challenges are ahead for the industry; fortunately, partial solutions exist already, but a lot of work must be done to make future process development and production possible. We have entered the time when metrology is indispensable and a truly enabling part of integrated circuit production.

5.12. **FACTORY LEVEL METROLOGY**

The fundamental challenge for factory metrology will be the measurement and control of atomic dimensions while maintaining profitable HVM. In manufacturing, metrology is connected to factory-wide automation that includes database and intelligent information from data.

Off-line materials characterization is also evolving toward compatibility with factory-wide automation. All areas of measurement technology are being combined with computer integrated manufacturing (CIM) and data management systems for information-based process control. Although integrated metrology still needs a universal definition, it has become the term associated with the slow migration from offline to in-line and in situ measurements. The proper combination of offline, in-line, and in situ measurements will enable advanced process control and rapid yield learning.

A key aspect of meeting some of the factory level needs outlined in the Difficult Challenges table would be the wider adoption of VM in the factory. Virtual metrology is defined by SEMI E133[252] standard as

“...the technology of prediction of post process metrology variables (either measurable or nonmeasurable) using process and wafer state information that could include upstream metrology and/or sensor data.”

The prediction of post process metrology variables using metrology and process information would help reduce cycle time, increase product quality, and reduce scrap. The introduction and familiarity of VM techniques such as smart sampling would help ensure that only the needed data is acquired. The next section is the Executive Summary of a white paper[33] on VM developed by the IRDS Factory Integration and Metrology Focus Teams in 2017. Although the landscape of virtual metrology is continually evolving, the key recommendations still hold true.

5.12.1. **VM NEEDS**

This white paper provides an overview of virtual metrology (VM) and the benefits it can provide, with cost reduction (both capital expenditure and cycle time) being the primary benefit. The white paper also examines some of the issues
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preventing wider adoption of VM, and offers some possible solutions. The key adoption issues identified in this white paper primarily came from a survey of advanced process control (APC) users, implementers, and managers, conducted by International Roadmap for Devices and Systems (IRDS) Factory Integration focus team, to help understand the current state of VM adoption.

The main factors described as preventing wider adoption of VM are based on consensus opinions of the survey respondents. These include confidence in models, customer data quality, lack of process knowledge and correlation with metrology, model maintenance, cost, and intellectual property (IP) security.

Possible solutions include development of a standardized prediction quality metric, improved data communications and data quality for model building and model maintenance, better training data, correlation with real metrology when possible, and improved interaction between yield and VM, which will allow VM to leverage some of the metrology data that yield depends on. The whitepaper also describes some current and potential applications of VM.

The following recommendations are summarized in the conclusions

- **Standards are needed to evaluate customer data quality.** A set of criteria on the minimum level (type and completeness) of data required for VM models would be helpful. Although the wide range of current and possible applications preclude exact specifications, guidelines on how to select an initial data set would be helpful.

- **Standards or guidelines are needed on how to evaluate model quality and how to communicate model quality via a model quality metric.** Issues involving model quality are some of key factors limiting VM model development and adoption. A model quality metric (or a number of possible metrics) will not only increase confidence in models, but also provide governance for use and enhance model portability and reuse. A platform to host, maintain and manage models would also be useful.

- **Where applicable, industry roadmaps should identify processes that could benefit from specific VM applications.** A wide range of processes could benefit from VM if there is wider understanding of how VM should be applied and what benefits could be achieved. The development community and industry roadmap developers should highlight applications beyond the current ones that could benefit from VM. Use cases that clearly illustrate different applications should also be highlighted.

- **Solutions for VM model robustness and maintenance should be identified.** Challenges with maintaining models in the face of process dynamics and context shifts should be identified along with potential solutions and a roadmap for implementation. The relationship of the model robustness and maintenance requirements to specific VM application types should be identified.

5.13. **OUTSIDE SYSTEM CONNECTIVITY**

This section describes some of the key metrology issues identified by the Outside System Connectivity IFT. This is the first time OSC metrology issues are covered in the metrology roadmap, and the goal is to only highlight the key challenges. Future versions of the roadmap will provide potential solutions and capabilities.

5.13.1. **OPTICAL INTERCONNECTS: HETEROGENEOUS MONOLITHIC INTEGRATION**

Optical Interconnects are a way to communicate information within and between chips using optical signals rather than wires. Part of the requirements for interconnect in general include high bandwidth, latency, and low power. Optical interconnects “…promises ultra-high bandwidth, low latency, and great energy efficiency to alleviate the inter-rack, intra-rack, intra-board, and intra-chip communication bottlenecks in multiprocessor systems.”[253] To meet the requirements of optical interconnects, heterogeneous monolithic integration with silicon components are required. Specific metrology issues involved with heterogeneous monolithic integration with silicon include:

- Bonding InP to SOI (Quality of the bond)
- Grating characteristics
- Structures to couple radiation into waveguides
- Grating structures to couple radiation into detector
- GeSi (Ge rich Silicon Germanium) detector efficiency
5.13.2. **Optical Interconnects: Optical Measurements**

In addition to heterogeneous integration issues, optical interconnects need metrology to measure the optical characteristics of the signal. Preferably the metrology should be “Minimally invasive” so it could be used without disrupting the overall system. For optical interconnects to work, hundreds of optical signals would need to work in close proximity without crosstalk and interference. This requires *Precise wavelength measurement methods* to accurately characterize the wavelengths. Methods to test the *coupling efficiency* of the optical signal are also needed.

5.13.3. **RF Device Fabrication**

Radio frequency (RF) technologies as a means of outside system connectivity represent as expanding area for a wide range of systems. These include mobile communication and computing devices, and a host of wireless enabled components and systems. As such, the production of RF devices is expected to increase exponentially. Specific metrology issues associated with RF device fabrication include:

- Reducing contact resistance: correlating nanostructure to contact resistivity
  - Group IV contacts
  - III-V contacts
- Heterogeneous monolithic integration of III-Vs on silicon
- Measurement of complex layers for bipolar/CMOS

5.13.4. **Characterization of Focusing Antenna Arrays (Phased Array Antennas)**

The proliferation of wireless devices means that there are more antennas in use today than at any other time in history. The quality of signal depends to a large extent on the power and range of the antennas. In many applications, the antenna is directional. The metrology issues include the need to be able to characterize broadcast direction and power during development, and reliability measure the reproducible direction and power. This applies to both short and long-range antennas.

6. **Potential Solutions**

Potential solutions for some of the difficult challenges listed in Table MET-1 are highlighted throughout the chapter. Figures MET-2, MET-3, and MET-6 show potential solutions for Lithography Metrology, FEP Metrology, and Interconnect Metrology respectively for the ”7 nm”, and “5 nm”, “3 nm”, and “1.5 nm” node technologies. Most of the technologies shown extend through multiple years, this only means that they will be able to measure at least one parameter within the listed years. Figure MET-1 (in Section 5.3) shows a breakdown of the instrument capabilities based on feature size and applications. Only transmission small angle X-ray scattering (T-SAXS) is deemed capable of measuring all the applications with feature size below 5 nm, however, more development needs to be done to adapt it for use in the factory.

Apart from instrument capabilities, enhancements to current instruments could help their adaptation to new technologies. Sections 6.1 to 6.4 list some improvements that cut across different technologies that would greatly improve the use of the instruments listed in Figure MET-1. These fall under two broad categories, 1) Combining different measurement technologies in ways that improve the usefulness of their results—3D metrology, hybrid metrology, and data analytics, and 2) Increased instrument range and resolution—improved instrument resolution, improved X-ray metrology and plasmonic assisted optical focusing.

6.1. **Improved Instrument Resolution**

Each technique shown in Figure MET-1 could benefit from an increase in resolution. Better resolution for current technologies such as CD-SEM, CD-AFM, and optical CD could help extend their application to smaller nodes or new device structures. Examples include, but are not limited to:

- Introduction of aberration-corrected low energy SEM column
- Utilization of high energy SEM
- Enhanced CD-AFM tip technology
- High speed AFM with multiple tips
- Reduced spot size and uniform intensity for optical instruments
- Use of multi-column and multi-beam electron beam instrument for defect inspection
- Increased use of data fusion or image stitching to increase range.
6.2. X-ray Metrology for Critical Dimensions and Films Metrology

As shown earlier in Figure MET-1, T-SAXS is the only technique that is currently viewed as having the capability to measure features less than 5 nm for the applications such as 3D FinFET, Nanowire and 2D/3D DSA. A limitation of SAXS is the lack of high brightness sources for use in both laboratory and factory environments. As such, the availability of high brightness sources would greatly improve the possibility of SAXS being available for sub 5 nm devices.

Specific examples include, but are not limited to:

- An X-ray source with >100X brightness of conventional rotating anode sources can enable new techniques such as CD-SAXS and X-ray tomography especially for logic applications.
- Improved throughput and increased utilization of already-mainstream X-ray metrology solutions such as HR-XRD, XRF, TXRF, XRR, XPS among others.
- Inelastic background quantitative analysis for addressing inter-diffusion phenomena at very deeply buried interfaces (<100 nm), development of automated, in-line compatible software solutions.

6.3. 3D Metrology

The examples shown in this section refer to enhancements that would help instruments acquire 3D information. These include:

- Non-raster capabilities for scanning instruments—Currently, most scanning instruments acquire data in a raster or bi-directional manner that aligns with the instruments’ orthogonal axes. This is inefficient as it leads to collecting excessive information that is not used in the analysis. A non-raster data acquisition strategy based on feature contours or a priori information would save time and allow the user to collect only the needed information. This would also allow extraction of information from non-orthogonal axes.
- Multi head/column for scanning instruments—The use of multiple instrument heads or columns has been proposed for metrology instruments. In addition to being able to acquire more data, each head could extract a different type of information (dimensional, material, etc.).
- Hybrid Metrology—Increased use of a combination of instruments (hybrid or complementary metrology) to achieve the desired resolution, speed, or low levels of uncertainty needed to characterize different aspects of a feature.

6.4. Data Analytics

See the section on Emerging and Disruptive Technologies.

6.5. Sub Wavelength Imaging Techniques

See the section on Emerging and Disruptive Technologies.

7. Cross Teams

Within the IRDS, the Metrology IFT works with the More Moore, Lithography, Factory Integration, Emerging Research Materials, and Environmental, Safety, Health and Sustainability, and Outside System Connectivity IFTs. These IFTs help identify key issues in their area that could be addressed in the Metrology chapter.

7.1. More Moore IFT

More Moore refers to the continued shrinking of horizontal and vertical physical feature sizes to reduce cost and improve performance. (See the More Moore chapter for additional information.) As such, the Metrology IFT depends on the More Moore IFT for direction on projected device structures, sizes, channel materials, patterning technology, and a host of other manufacturing related parameters. These are the support technologies outlined in the Overall Roadmap Technology Characteristics (ORTC), and other items as determined by both groups, including but are not limited to FEP, and Interconnect related metrics. Some examples include information on starting materials, multilayer films, and three-dimensional control of interconnect features.

7.2. Lithography IFT

The Lithography IFT provides information on lithographic options that enable future semiconductor nodes. These include specific lithography and patterning targets and dimensions for a wide variety of device parameters, such as critical dimensions, overlay, line roughness, and sidewall angle among others. The Metrology IFT uses this information to outline...
the measurement capabilities, and needed uncertainty levels required to quantify the target dimensions. The Metrology IFT also provides information on new technologies that could be used for future device structures. See the Lithography chapter for additional information.

7.3. FACTORY INTEGRATION IFT

Part of the scope of the Factory Integration roadmap is to identify ways to identify ways to improve manufacturing productivity in the factory. This includes ways to fully integrate metrology systems “into the factory to facilitate run-to-run process control, wafer tracking to support traceability, yield analysis, and other off-line analysis.” See the Factory Integration chapter for additional information. As such, the Factory Integration and the Metrology roadmap teams have a vested interest in exploring and identifying ways that process and metrology information could be used to improve manufacturing process. One area where the two groups have collaborated closely is VM. The two have worked together to develop a white paper that examines some of the issues preventing wider adoption of VM and offers some possible solutions.

7.4. ENVIRONMENTAL, SAFETY, HEALTH AND SUSTAINABILITY (ESH/S) IFT

The ESH/S IFT provides information to the Metrology IFT on areas where the capabilities, measurement protocols, and sample handling techniques developed for metrology use could be applied to ESH/S. These include methodologies, instrumentation and analytical techniques for emerging nanomaterials and their compounds that could be applied to effluent monitoring or contamination monitoring. See the ESH/S chapter for additional information.

7.5. OUTSIDE SYSTEM CONNECTIVITY (OSC) IFT

Part of the scope of OSC is to identify “devices for signal conditioning, transmission devices, coupling and receiver devices and circuits for Cu wiring, wireless RF & Analog and Mixed Signal (AMS), including antennas, and photonic interconnects.” See the OSC chapter for additional information. These include optical and RF components where precise measurement of certain parameters is important. These include Measure complex layers for bipolar/CMOS for RF; “Minimally invasive” metrology, Precise wavelength measurement methods and Testing coupling efficiency for optical interconnects.

8. EMERGING/DISRUPTIVE CONCEPTS AND TECHNOLOGIES

8.1. ADVANCED DATA ANALYTICS

Advanced data analytics is used here to refer to a collection of methods such as big data handling, data analytics, modeling and simulation that could make a fundamental difference in the way metrology is performed in the factory. Techniques such as smart sampling, deep learning, artificial intelligence and measurement modeling and simulation could be applied to most areas of metrology. Inference and correlation with other aspects of semiconductor manufacturing, coupled with additional process information, could fundamentally change what is measured, when, and how much. The advent of newer and better algorithms, relatively inexpensive data storage, faster data transfer rates and methods to evaluate large data sets creates an opportunity for integrated adaptation by metrology. Note that the idea of extracting more information from metrology and process data is not new, and some of these techniques have been used extensively in metrology and process control in one form or another. The potentially disruptive aspect of current data analytics methods is the autonomous or semi-autonomous evaluation of data using more sophisticated versions of some of the techniques mentioned above to learn patterns, obtain key insights, and make decisions[254]. Process parameters and complex structures that cannot be measured directly or non-destructively would particularly benefit from such insights. Research and development in metrology specific applications are currently underway[255-267]. Figure MET8 shows an In-lab. versus In-fab view of applications of machine learning in semiconductor metrology and the areas of overlap between the two. This information is based on analysis of papers presented at five IC Metrology related conferences from 2019 to early 2021. AI and ML related IC metrology applications fall under the broad categories shown below Figure MET8, with some overlap. We will provide a more in-depth analysis of the applications, uses, limitations and outlook for this application in a later roadmap.
8.2. **SUB WAVELENGTH IMAGING TECHNIQUES**

Use of subwavelength imaging techniques with the capability of detecting chemical and physical properties would address some of the measurement needs highlighted above. These could be for measuring optical properties and losses in small local regions including hard to reach regions of new device structures. Plasmonic assisted optical focusing [268] mentioned above, is one such technique. It can focus radiation to sub wavelength size, and could be used for materials identification where the resolution specifications are suitable.

Another technique is high resolution imaging, similar to those used in biological applications[269], where different aspects of the sample are sensitive to different chemical markers, and wavelengths. Although present techniques would need to be modified for semiconductor applications (thick samples), the overall approach, localizing and activating different aspects of the sample, is something that should be explored for IC metrology development.

8.3. **X-RAY TECHNIQUES**

As highlighted in the Potential Solutions section, the use of X-ray metrology for critical dimensions and films[39] is one of the potential solutions for a host of metrology challenges listed in Table MET-1. This is due to the resolution of the X-ray, and the range of possible applications. However, a high brightness source with >100X brightness of conventional rotating anode sources would be required. This would enable routine use of techniques such as CD-SAXS and X-ray in semiconductor manufacturing. Large scale X-ray tomographic ptychography could provide full chip information[270-272] that could be combined with data from other techniques to provide CD, Overlay, films, and defect results for a wide range of logic and memory applications.

9. **CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS**

As the industry continues to evolve, so do the manufacturing techniques, device structures, starting materials, and metrology requirements. In evaluating the metrology needs, key observations highlighted throughout the chapter are summarized below.

Broadly speaking, the shape, number, and location of parameters needed to characterize logic and memory device structures pose a greater challenge than size alone. Sub 20-nm features are difficult to measure, however device structure complexity, and use of new materials further complicates a challenging environment.

The large number of parameters needed to fully characterize complex logic and memory structures mean that no single instrument has the capability, resolution or low levels of uncertainty required to provide the needed information. As such, the use hybrid or complementary metrologies, where multiple instruments are used to evaluate a set of parameters based on their capabilities, would increase. The question of which instrument combinations, and analysis and modeling techniques to use for specific measured is still a subject of intense research. However, preliminary results are encouraging[248]. Investments in developing platforms with multiple technologies would be helpful. At least, having tools available that enable combination and comparison of data from multiple technologies would be a good starting point.
A good number of the current metrology techniques with some enhancements can be extended to future nodes. These include enhancements that improve resolution or 3D measurement capabilities. In some cases, a different version of the technology may have the needed resolution but has not been applied to IC manufacturing, or the underlying technology has the needed resolution but not the range. In other cases, a promising technique may have been demonstrated in the lab, but not in the factory. In both case, new research and development will be required if enhancements (such as high brightness source for CD-SAXS and tomography) are to make the transition from R&D to commercial products.

Data analytics, modeling and simulation are poised to fundamentally change the way metrology is performed in the factory. Although similar statements have been numerous times over the last 15 years, the promise of advanced data analytics (in all its variants) has not been realized. Due to the development of new algorithms for AI, deep learning, increased computing power, and awareness of the benefits, advanced data analytics will play a much larger role in IC metrology going forward. This will range from algorithms for specific image and data analysis, inference from large volumes of data, and seamless correlation with data from multiple techniques and other process control modules. Techniques such as VM, combined or hybrid metrology at their core already use a fair amount of data analytics. Knowledge gained from advanced data analytics will provide insight on the key information we need from the process, which will in turn guide when, where and how much data is acquired.

Finally, a healthy industry infrastructure is required if suppliers are to provide cost-effective metrology and advanced data analytics tools, sensors, controllers, and reference materials. Metrology development requires that instrument vendors start tool development years in advance, when the lithography options may not be clear. Many metrology suppliers are small companies that find the cost of providing new tools for leading-edge activities prohibitive. Initial sales of metrology tools are to tool and process developers. Sustained, high-volume sales of the same metrology equipment to chip manufacturers do not occur until several years later. The present infrastructure cannot support this delayed return on investment. Funding that meets the investment requirements of the supplier community is needed to take new technology from proof of concept to prototype systems and finally to volume sales.
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## 11. Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym/Abbreviation</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3D NAND</td>
<td>three dimensional NAND memory (flash memory)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFM</td>
<td>atomic force microscope, atomic force microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AI</td>
<td>artificial intelligence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APC</td>
<td>advanced process control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APT</td>
<td>atom probe tomography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARC</td>
<td>antireflective coating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARPES</td>
<td>angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As</td>
<td>arsenic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BDS</td>
<td>broadband dielectric spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>boron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BWP</td>
<td>bonded wafer pairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBED</td>
<td>convergent beam electron diffraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCD</td>
<td>charge coupled device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>critical dimension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD-AFM</td>
<td>critical dimension-atomic force microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD-SAXS</td>
<td>critical dimension-small angle X-ray scattering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD-SEM</td>
<td>critical dimension-scanning electron microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGS</td>
<td>coherent gradient sensing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIM</td>
<td>computer integrated manufacturing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMOS</td>
<td>complementary metal-oxide semiconductor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMP</td>
<td>chemical mechanical polishing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRM</td>
<td>certified reference materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVS</td>
<td>cyclic voltammetric stripping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2D</td>
<td>die to die</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2W</td>
<td>die to wafer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBM</td>
<td>design-based metrology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFM</td>
<td>design for manufacturing, design for manufacture, design for manufacturability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLTS</td>
<td>deep level transient spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRAM</td>
<td>dynamic random access memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSA</td>
<td>directed self assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DWBA</td>
<td>distorted wave Born approximation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBSEM</td>
<td>electron beam scanning electron microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBSD</td>
<td>electron backscatter diffraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECT</td>
<td>electro-capacitive tomography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDS</td>
<td>energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy, energy-dispersive spectroscopy, electron-dispersive spectroscopy; energy dispersive spectrometers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EELS</td>
<td>electron energy loss spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELS</td>
<td>energy loss spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPD</td>
<td>etch pit density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPE</td>
<td>edge placement error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-SEM</td>
<td>environmental-scanning electron microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EUV</td>
<td>extreme ultra violet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EUVL</td>
<td>extreme ultra violet lithography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EUV AIMS</td>
<td>EUV aerial image measurements systems, aerial image microscope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXAFS</td>
<td>extended X-ray absorption fine structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDSOI</td>
<td>fully depleted silicon-on-insulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FE-AES</td>
<td>field emission auger electron spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEP</td>
<td>front end processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFT-SSRSM</td>
<td>fast Fourier transform-scanning spreading resistance microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIB</td>
<td>focused ion beam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FinFET</td>
<td>fin structure field effect transistor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FMP</td>
<td>fleet matching precision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAA</td>
<td>gate all around</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDS</td>
<td>graphic database system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GeSi</td>
<td>Ge rich silicon germanium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GI-SAXS</td>
<td>grazing incidence small angle X-ray scattering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAADF</td>
<td>high angle annular dark field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAR</td>
<td>high aspect ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HelIM</td>
<td>helium ion microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIM</td>
<td>helium ion microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HVM</td>
<td>high volume manufacturing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HV-SEM</td>
<td>high voltage scanning electron microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC</td>
<td>integrated circuit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICP-MS</td>
<td>ion coupled plasma mass spectrometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IoT</td>
<td>Internet of Things</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP</td>
<td>infrared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR</td>
<td>infrared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRDS</td>
<td>International Roadmap for Devices and Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LER</td>
<td>line edge roughness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LGAA</td>
<td>lateral gate all around</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLBSE-SEM</td>
<td>low-loss backscattered electrons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWR</td>
<td>line width roughness, line width reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBIR</td>
<td>model-based infrared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEF</td>
<td>mask error factor, mask error factors, mask error fault</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MFM</td>
<td>multiple feature measurement, mass flow meter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOS</td>
<td>metal-oxide semiconductor; metal-oxide-silicon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBD</td>
<td>nanobeam diffraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBED</td>
<td>nanobeam electron diffraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIST</td>
<td>National Institute of Standards and Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMI</td>
<td>National Metrology Institutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMOS</td>
<td>negative channel metal-oxide semiconductor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-PED or NPED</td>
<td>NBED in precession mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTRM</td>
<td>NIST traceable reference materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCD</td>
<td>optical critical dimension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPC</td>
<td>optical proximity correction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSC</td>
<td>outside systems connectivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>phosphorus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P/T</td>
<td>precision to tolerance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMOR</td>
<td>photo modulated optical reflectance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMOS</td>
<td>positive channel metal-oxide semiconductor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSM</td>
<td>phase shift mask</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCWA</td>
<td>rigorous coupled wave analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>radio frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS</td>
<td>reference measurement system, root mean square;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS</td>
<td>small angle neutron scattering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAM</td>
<td>scanning acoustic microscopy, scanning auger microscopy, scanning acoustical microscopy, self-assembled monolayer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAXS</td>
<td>small angle X-ray scattering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEM</td>
<td>scanning electron microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIMS</td>
<td>secondary ion mass spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOI</td>
<td>silicon on insulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPM</td>
<td>scanning probe microscopy, scanning probe microscope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPV</td>
<td>surface photovoltage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRM</td>
<td>standard reference materials</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SDD</td>
<td>silicon drift detectors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSi</td>
<td>strained silicon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSOI</td>
<td>strained silicon on insulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSRM</td>
<td>scanning spreading resistance microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEM</td>
<td>scanning transmission electron microscope/microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STI</td>
<td>shallow trench isolation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCAD</td>
<td>technology computer-aided design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEM</td>
<td>transmission electron microscopy, transmission electron microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEM/EDS</td>
<td>transmission electron microscopy energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TERS</td>
<td>tip enhanced raman scattering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFET</td>
<td>tunnel field-effect transistor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMU</td>
<td>total measurement uncertainty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOF</td>
<td>time-of-flight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-SAXS</td>
<td>transmission small angle X-ray scattering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSOM</td>
<td>through-focus scanning optical microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSVs</td>
<td>through silicon vias</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTV</td>
<td>total thickness variation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TuT</td>
<td>tools under test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TXRF</td>
<td>total reflectance X-ray fluorescence, total reflection x-ray fluorescence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGAA</td>
<td>vertical gate all around</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VLSI</td>
<td>very large scale integration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM</td>
<td>virtual metrology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VPD-ICPMS</td>
<td>vapor phase decomposition-inductively-coupled plasma mass spectrometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W2W</td>
<td>wafer to wafer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XPS</td>
<td>X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XRD</td>
<td>X-ray diffraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XRF</td>
<td>X-ray fluorescence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XRR</td>
<td>X-ray reflectivity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>